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Quick stop

It's time to go, Bo

Referee halts Tyson-Ruddock
bout in seventh round

Gift
Two Calloway students to join
Governor's Scholars Program

Royals release slugging
outfielder with hip injury
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Ford 'shocked' at extent of damage in Kuwait
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MURRAY, KY

TUESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
\\TOIZLD

WASHINGTON (AP)- U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford, returning
from a trip to war-torn Kuwait, said today he was shocke
d and
surprised by the widespread destruction there.
"You cannot imagine how it looks like from film and stories until you're there," the Owensboro Democrat said during
an interview on ABC's "Good Morning. America" program.
Ford said assessments "that 'the ground is bleeding' is an
accurate description of the oil fields that are burning and the
destruction in Kuwait City."
The Kentucky Democrat, who is the Senate's majority
whip, lead a fact-finding delegation of 17 senators to the Persian Gulf. where they visited American troops and with
Kuwait government officials. He said the lawmakers returne
d
with a resolve to help repair damage to Kuwait:
"I think all of us who went came back with a different feel-

ing and a personal resolve to try to have a
look at the possibility of what's going oncorrection soon and James Baker and President Bush "for what they're doing and
in Iraq right now if they'll push the allies to pay
us
too," said Fprd, a member of the Senate
Energy and Natural form the coalition, then I think wellas much as they pushed to
Resources Committee.
receive our money, but if
they do not, we may have to be vot:ng again to forgive a lot
Ford was asked how Congress will react to
the slowness of of loans and payments."
the allies in paying the money they had
pledged to pay for the
In a bill scheduled for debatetoday in Congre,s. senators
war.
would
halt arms sales to nations whose war contrinu:ons to
"I've said all along that it will take as much
effort in pro- the United States have fallen short
secuting the peace and to collect what is due
of their promises.
us than prosecutThe overall 542.6 billion war-spending measure draws
ing the war." said Ford.
mostly on promised foreign payments and up to S15 billion in
'We find in many areas that we are doing it all with
4 per- U.S. funds if allied assistance
falls short. .
cent of the population, 20 percent of the economy and 90
perFigures from the Senate Appropriations Committee show
cent of the personnel and costs. - So we have to look
very that the Saudi Arabians still owe
almost SI I billion, Kuwait
hard.''
Ford said he wanted to c-ompliment Secretary of State S10.5 billion; the Japanese_almost SW billion, Germany S3.5
billion: and the United Arab Emirates almost S2 billion.

Need Line limits set
at $1500 per month

RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil The Supreme Court abolishes a
legal defense that allowed men
who kill their wives to "defend
their honor" to escape punishment, but feminists say systemic
violence against women remains
endemic in Brazil.

By JO BURKEEN

Funds from the treasury are at l;
lowest in many years.
In their annual report. Exc„:1%e
Need Line will continue to oper- Director Euple Ward. Assista
nt
ate with special limitations to Director Carolyn Outland and
Case
S1,5Ii)0 per month during the spring
Worker Kathie Gentry, noted that
and summer months.
2,717 case records were noted durThis was noted after much dis- ing the year 1990. Of this 73 ere
cussion at the annual council meet- for food. 743 for fuel or heat. 467
ing of Murray-Calloway County for job related and 276 for medical
.
Need Line Church and Cooperative
'Need:Line is a service designed
Ministry, Inc., Monday evening at to Mai the i-nr-ediate ernerge
nc
-Weaks Community Center.- needs of residents of MUIT:iy and
Nearly 58,000 alone has been
Calloway County It is supported
spent to help clients with utility
hy
Fiscal Court,.
htll!? during the months of January ".
41
and r, onaand February. This was almost tions of money. food.
etc.. frorr
deemed necessary as the help from
Clubs. organizations and
other sources to assist with utilities individuals.
was unavailable.
Because of the larger budget of
It was because of this large
Need Line and of being included
amount -that the board voted to budgets of various church
es in the
keep the amount used to the CitV and cotintv, Need Line
is not a
amount of S1,500 if at all possible. (Cont'd on page
2)
Murray Ledger & Times Statt W•i•er

STATE
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Marine
Capt. Reginald Underwood, who
died on the last day of the Persian Gulf War, was buried Monday. Nearly -500 family and
friend" of the Lexington pilot
gathered at the funeral at The
Church of the Good Shepherd.
Underwood, 33, died Feb. 27
when a surface-teLair missile hit
his harrier jet, according to
Capt. Ben Hancock.

SPORTS
HAINES CITY, Fla. - Bo
Jackson's grand expenment as a
two-spurt athlete ended - at
least for now - when baseball's
Kansas City Royals released
him because of a football injury
suffered with the Los Angeles
gliders.

-------

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON - Inflation,
,whi‘b surged in 1990 to -a-pace
not seen in almost a decade, will
be much better behaved this
year, economists believe.

FdRECAST
Mostly clear tonight. Lows in
the mid -40s. Light wind. Partly
sunny and warmer Wednesday.
Highs in the lower 70s.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354 5. -OW below 318.5. +0.4
Barkley Lake
354.7, 0.0: below 323.9, +0.4

INDEX
One Section - 12 Pages
Clas,sifieds
10. 11
Comics
10
Crosswords
Dear Abby
6
Dr...Gott
7
Horoscope
7
Murray Today
6, 7
Obituaries
12
On Education
5
Perspective
4
Sports
8, 9
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger S.
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Richard Hoffman, president of Need Line, explains points about
the work of the service organization at
the council meeting Monday. Pictured at right are Barbara
George and Pat Elwell.

Inflation slows; smallest gain in nine months

WASHINGTON (AP) - ConThe modest February gain,
sumer prices, eased by another which Was also eased by a big
drop in gasoline costs, edged up a moderation in food costs, followed
tiny 0.2 percent in February, the increases of 0.4 percent in January
smallest advance in nine months, and 0.3 percent in December.
the government said today.
Outside food and energy, the
The slight advance in the Labor news on inflation was not as good.
Department's Consumer Price. Excluding these volatile categories,
Ind, if it 'continued for 12' Consumer prices rose 0.7 percent in
months, would translate into an February, reflecting the impact of
annual inflation rate of 2.7 percent. higher postal rates and big price
far below the 6.1 percent increase jumps for alcoholic beverages and
recorded last year.
women's clothing.
Economists, however, tended to
dismiss these advances as temporSeating available
ary factors that did not shake their
for U.S. Navy Band belief that inflation will remain
moderate this year.
All 'available tickets for ThursIn another economic re.port
day night's performance of the today. the Commerce Department
U.S. Navy Band at Murray State's said housing starts rebounded 16.4
Lovett Auditorium have been percent in February, the first sign
picked up, but seating is still avail- of life in that industry in three
able for the 8 p.m. concert. Tick- months. The government-reported
etholders will be seated until 7:50 new construction of single-and
p.m., when those without tickets multi-family houses totaled a seawill be allowed in to fill any vacant sonally adjusted annual rate- of
seats.
989,000.
Admission to the concert is free.
As in the past three months, the
good news on inflation came cour:

tesy of a big ?drop in energy prices,
which fell 4 percent l4st month, led
by -a 7.4 percent decline in gasoline

beverages, reflecting the- higher _ price, a 16.1 percent:rise
in postal
federal' excise taxes.
rates, a 1.6 Oercent increase in cloAbout 40 percent of the iJDig 0.7 thing prices and a second big
percent jump in the non-food and monthly jump .in hotel and motel
non -energy categories came from prices.
the higher alcoholic beverages (Cont'd on
page 2)

COSI.S.

After surging to more than 540
per barrel in the wake of Iraq's
August invasion of Kuwait, world
oil prices have now fallen belovid
$20- per barrel and many analysts
are looking for them to remain in
that range.
Arun Gandhi, the grandson of India's late spiritual leader Mahatm
a
Gasoline prices in February were Gandhi. will give a free lecture tonight in the Curris Center Ballroom at
14.1 percent below the peak level Murray State University.
hit last November, although they
"Gandhi. Few names in world history evoke such powerful thoughts of
were still 9.1 percent higher than in integrity, social harmony' and perhaps most of all - hope." said
Eric
the period before Iraq's invasion of Messmer, lecture chairman for the University Center Board which
is
Kuwait.
sponsoring the 7 p.m. lecture.
Home heating oil prices fell 5.6
"Born and raised in South Africa, Arun... was subjected to the daily
percent in February and natural gas racial persecution of an apartheid government," Messmer said. "That
and electricity costs were down 0.3 upbringing, combined with a lengthy stay with his grandfather,
heavily'
percent.
influenced the course Mr. Gandhi would set for his own life."
Food and beverage prices edged
While working with The Times of India. Arun Gandhi created India's
up a small 0.1 percent in. February Center for Social Unity in 1960, an effort to provide self-he
lp models of
after surging 0.9 percent in Janu- commerce to communities to help them break the cycle
of poverty.
ary. Food costs by themselves were
His current goal is to establish centers for non-violent reform in the
actually down 0.2,-percent in Febru- United States and South Africa. "Hundreds of institutions teach
people
ary but this was offset by a second lessons in combat: Arun strongly believes there should also be
places for
.big monthly gain in alcoholic the study and practice of non-violence." Messmer said.

Gandhi grandson to speak

Human rights forum

Military seeking MIA
documents in Vietnam
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) - two sides have undertaken since
U.S. military experts left for September 1988, Williams said. In
Vietnam today seeking documents these searches, investigators have
to determine what happened to the interviewed villagers who
2,282 Americans who did, not witnessed crashes of U.S. warpreturn home from the Vietnam lanes and surveyed crash sites.
War.
Williams said the talks will give
The team is led by Col. William
Vietnam a chance to provide more
Jordan, the main adviser to specific information and to
help
Defense Secretary Dick Cheney on plan future joint activities to help
issues regarding prisoners of war the U.S. government achieve its
and servicemen missing in action, objective of "the fullest possible
said James Williams, a U.S. accounting" of the missing men.
Embassy spokesman.
Jordan left Bangkok for Hanoi
Williams said the team's talks with other MIA specialists includwith Vietnamese MIA specialists ing Lt. Col. Joe Harvey, comma
nwould focus on obtaining der of the U.S. Joint Casualt
y
"increased and more specific docu- Resolution and Lt. Col. Johnie
ments, historical data, and other Webb, commander of the
Army's
information necessary to resolve Central Identification
Laboratory.
the POW-MIA issue."
Both units, based in Hawaii, are
They also will review in detail entrusted with accoun
ting for
the results of 13 field searches the America's wartime missing
.
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Mark Welch (left) and Dr. David Roos look over last-mi
nute plans for tonight's public forum on the
Americans With Disabilities Act, sponsored by the Murray
Human Rights Commission. The forum, at 7
p.m. in the Douglas Center, 227 North L.P.Miller Street,
will provide disabled individuals with information regarding their civil rights plus discuss new compliance
regulations for employers, government, transportation and public accomodations.
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Inflation slows; smallest gain...
(Coard from page 1)
•Labor Deparutient analyst PaLrick Jackman said that many of
these increases were onetime jumps
that were not likely to be repeated.
He said the jump in women's
clothing prices reflected earlier
than normal introduction of spring
and slimmer clothing lines.
In the food category, the pricc

moderation largely reflected a 2.3
percent drop in fruit and vegetable
costs as all components, other than
oranges, registered declines. The
price of oranges Was up 9.5 percent
following a 37.2 percent jump in
January, reflecting the impact of a
winter freeze.
The 1.7 percent jump in motel
and hotel prices reflected big price

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

Oki

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

Looking for Health Insurance
have several A & A+ Rated
health companies with good rates"

TL111* 0••••

-I

Alt

Insurance Center of
901 Scamore

Murray

-a•••e.

•

•

•

By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer

753-8355

.101:11111111:

..... .•••

•

The Original & The Best
Get your Hunting License
at a participating
_store for the gigantic

Easter Egg Hunt
Saturday, March 30
9:30 a.m.
at ti-e' new
Murray-Calloway County Park
'Mr"•

t•- e toilowlr;

Thousands of Easter
Eggs hidden with prizes
of games, toys, candy,
bicycle & tricycle
_,st 'nave

Age groups 2-3 •z• 5 6-8 9-'2

is4

Jim Anderson (right) and John Roney of the Murray-Calloway County chapter of Habitat For Humani
ty
look mer applications for home repairs offered to low-income elderly and disabled people in Callowa
y
County. Applications for Habitat repair work are distributed by many area churches, the Bank of Murray
People's
and
Bank and are a%ailable at the Murray-Calloway
Library. However, all applications
must be turned in by April 1st, Anderson said, since work will be done by MSU student voluntee
rs.

They begin serving at 5:30 a.m. and "we love being busy,Linda
and continue through the lunch said.
hour
2 p.m., Monday through
The small restaurant with homeFriday.
tow m flair seats up to 72 people.
As of March 4, former half own- which turns over about four
times
ers Johnnie and Geneva McCage, during the afternoon rush, accordsold their part of Rudy's to Glenn ing to Glenn.
and Linda Richerson. The Richer-WE.; have people from all over,
sons joined in the partnership with Paducah. Clinton, Mayfield,
Wingo
Smith, but that is as far as the and Cadiz who drive
to Rudy's
change goes.
every. Thursday for the corned beef
Everything else stays the same. and cabbage. Ve go through
"We are keeping the same cooks, 200 pounds of cabbage about
every
menu and food, nothing like that *,Thursday." Smith • said.
will change." Glenn said.
. "Last week .the OVC commis"I've been in the restaurant busi- sioner came in and
asked for someness since 1958. longer than any- thing different to eat.
I suggested
one else in Murray' a far as l' hog's jowl. He said. 'what's
that?'
know,- Smith said. Smith's famous Weill he said that from
now- on
pies, cakes, cornbread and tomato when_ he came to Rudy's
he would
relish are recipes used by her order hog's jowl." Smith
said.
grandmother, the late Hattie Steele.
Rudy •s continues to provide
Combine Smith's restaurant
experience and recipes w'ith Lin,
da s dedication and enthusiasm and
the tradition of Rudy's lives on.
Linda had wattressed at Rudy's
four years and met her .future hus•
band Glenn. "All my life I have
The Kentucky State Police
wanted a restaurant. and my mother
always told. me that if I waited long_ Hazardous Devices investigators
enough and wanted it long enough - are investigating an explosion
Monday night behind a grocery in
that someday' I would have 'a
McCrack
en County.
restaurant. The theme I have used
KSP officers received a call conin decorating the inside of Rudy's
cerning an explosion around 8:30
reflects the memories of my'
p.m. behind the Tank-N-Tote Grocmother. 1 am using antiques that
ery
located near the interSeetion of
date back four generations of my
Kentuck
y 1241 and U.S. 45, police
family'," she said.
• •
said.
Patrons of Rudy's will still find
NO damage was reported but a
hungry people lined to the sidewsuspici
ous device was found,
alks waiting for the home cookir,g.
..poli;:e said

See the Giant Easter
Sunny and have your
picture taken with him
at the hunt.

Two
School
nated tc
nor's
academi
outstand
The C
will brir
dentF, or
College
State Ur
students
trated s
and crea
This sur
held fro
The P
loway is
of Mail
Dexter.

Suspects ransack
Fulton County's
Circuit Court
Clerk's offices
The Kentucky State Police is
investigating a break-in and ransacking incident at the Fulton
County' Circuit Clerk's office in
Hickman this weekend.
Sometime between Friday and
Monday morning, suspects reportedly entered the offices and ransacked them, stealing a small
amount of money, police said.
The suspects attempted to break
into the office's vault but were
unsuccessful, police said.
Investigation into the incident is
continuing with the help of the Fulton County Sheriff's Department,

A two-vehicle accident early
Monday morning sent three Murray
residents to the hospital, according
to a report from the Murray Police
Department.
Laura J. Oakley. 18, of Rtt 2.
Bo* 3B, Murray', was eistbOund on
Main Street near the railroad tracks
when the car she was driving
struck another one in front of her
driven by Michael C. Garner. 42.
of SL Elrno,Ave. Memphis. . Wh6
was attempting to turn left turn into
the Briggs & Stratton loading area
around 4:56 a.m., police said:
Police said Oakley was apparent:y unable to stop in time to avoid a
collision with the rear °Of Garner's
vehicle.
Oakley suffered minor face injuries while:a passenger in her vehicle. Eugene Collins. 25. of Fox
Meadows, Murray. was treated and
released at the Murray-Callow.
, County Hospital for leg and face
injuries. .Another passenger,
18-year-old Max Parrish suffered (Cbat'd from page 1)
Other board members are Stanminor face injuries but required no
member of United Way.of NI,Jray ford Andru,. Jane Baker, Wilma
treatment. police said.
and Calloway County.
Billing:on. Shirley Boone. Jo BurA passenger in the Gamer vehiRichard Hoffman, president. keen,Lic.a.actr..,.caYanatigh.....Sanmy
cle, 38-year-old Floyd Loving, of
presided and was elected to serve Cunningham. Sid Easley'. Kathie
--Memphis.-was-not reported injured: "Tor antitnr 'yeah
Other-Officers are -Fiernmt Donna -Jackson, Damon
-po:ice sald.
Mathis. Sharon Myatt. Annie
Nowell Bingham, vice president
Nance,
Hoyt Roberts. David Roos
Carolyn Carroll. recording secretand
Cheryl
Whitaker.
ary: Frances Wyatt. correspond:n
Donations to Need Line may be
secretary: Gerald Owen. treasurer, taken to the Need Line
office or
New board members elected to ma:led to Need Line. %leaks
Cornserve were Jim
Margare:
Center. 7th and Poplar.
Jones and James Al:ord.
Murray.
42071.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Here are Monday's winning numbers selected by the
Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3:
9-5-0 (nine, five, zero)

Need Line limits...
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An Oak Tree Stands
As A Symbol
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Community Education Courses/Spring 1991
Sampler
41/11
,
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:
.
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a lot of thought before choosing a.symbol to represent our firm's service at
Funerai Home. We chose the sturdy symbol of an oak tree because it
represents '.arue.s we think are important.
The oak tree is a proud symbol that is
commonl:, fouri-d !r, this area. It stands tail and strong, and yet its flexibility
gives it the
resilience to rno\.e, grow,. and change. Those are values also represented at Miller
Funeral Home. We're locally operated by people you know and trust. We know
how to
provide families with quality service, yet be flexible enough to meet their changing
needs
We admire the oak's stability and flexibility. It symbolizes that we stand on
the strength of our service at Miller Funeral Home.

. , ..
4.,

Dances of the 50s-March 25, April 1, 8,15 and 22.

re& A IV

V.oc,ai.e

.•..

Pada
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eqMu rra y State
loymentity is an
ual education anUnivers
d em p
institution.

History of Kentucky before1860-March 21,28, April 4 arid 11.
\

•

CC
for

Murrayans, Murray State University' students and visitors with homecooking as well as introducing
them to more traditional country
foods since the early 1930's.

KSP investigating
small explosion

*:

Odeat'le,

Opal Smith and Linda Richerson
owners and cooks at Rudy's
Restaurant start each weekday at
3:30 a.m., cooking and preparing
for the breakfast crowd. Bacon.
sawmill gravy and biscuits are a
few of the more popular items the
two begin making before the rest of
the world is awake.

Two-car accident
sends three to local
hospital Monday

/WBLN

)

4

Owners are all that has changed at Rudy's

Tim Herndon
ht

increases in vacation areas, the
government said.
The various changes put the
index for consumer prices, before
seasonal adjustment. at 134.8, compared to 128.0 a year ago. That
means that a market basket of
goods which cost S100 in the base
period of 1982-84 cost S128.00 a
year ago and $134.80 last month.
The 0.2 percent rise in the CPI
for February was the smallest
advance since a similar 0.2 percent
increase in May 1990.
Analysts are looking for consumer prices, which surged to a nineyear-high of 6.1 percent last year,
to be much more moderate this
year.
With the economy in a recession.
the administration has been applying pressure On the Federal Reserve
to be more aggressive in pushing
interest rates down in an effort to
stimulate sluggish consumer and
business borrowing.
Fed Chairman Alan Greenspan
told Congress last week he
remained optimistic that the recession will be briefer and milder than
the average downturn over the past
45 years.

Habitat applications due

For information on these and other upcoming spring non-credit courses
call Karen Guthrie at (502)762-2187.

••••••••••••••••••
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Don'tforget the MSLI Rodeo--

%. .

MILLER
FUNERAL HOME

"We stand on the strength of our service"

this weekend at the
West Kentucky Expo Center.

i
-*Itrifeiscr...-

GOLDEN RULE

For more information, contact Mary Kay Kirks at 762-3125.
,.
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114 Area development districts to
register state boarding homes

.4 • •

4

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
•

Todd Barbee-and Natalie Ross

CCHS students nominated
for Governor's Scholar Program
Two Calloway County High
School students have been nominated to participate in the Governor's Scholars Program, an
academic enrichment program for
outstanding high school juniors.
The Governor's Scholar Program
will bring together 600 gifted students- on the campuses of Centre
College in Danville and Kentucky
State University in Frankfort.' The
students will go through concentrated study, discussion, cultural
and creative activity and recreation.
This summer the program will be
held from June 15-July 27.
The Primary Nominee from Calloway is Natalie Ross, the-datrghter
of Mollie and Pat K. Ross of Rt. I.
Dexter. Primary Nominees from a

school district are automatically
selected into the program.
Ross is a member of the Beta
Club, Eo-Ed Y Club and has
attended Kentucky Youth Assembly and the Kentucky United
Nations.
At-Large Nominees will compete
for selection in a pool from which
scholars will - be chosen by a statewide selection committee. The AtLarge candidate from Calloway
County is Todd Barnes, son of
Janice and Tommy Barnes of
County Cork Drive, Murray.
Barnes a member of the Foreign Language Club, JROTC Rangers and the Medical Explorers
Post.
is

Kentucky Lottery makes it easier
to redeem winning tickets over $599

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Facilities
which rent 24-hour-a-day room and
board to three or more unrelated
adults and which otherwise do not
require a license must now register
with the state under a new Kentucky
law.
Kentucky
Revised
Statute
216B.305, passed by the 1990 General Assembly, mandates registration
by the Cabinet for Human Resources,
but bars any fees or other form of
regulation of so-called "boarding
homes."
Sue Tuttle, director of the cabinet's
Division of Aging Services, says the
law applies to places where the rentor
gains a room and meals only.
"There are still state licenses required for places such as family and
personal care homes that provide
residents with supervision, medication assistance or a daily, supervised
plan of care," Tuttle said.
"The legislature determined that
there was a need for a registry of
boarding homes, while not mandating
that they submit to regular inspections
or meet existing licensure standards
for other adult care facilities.'
The legislation defines a "boarding

requirements

tached

at-

state.

Mayor urges Congress to
enact controls on cable
WASHINGTON (AP) — A Kentucky mayor has urged
Congress to enact new controls
on the cable television industry.
Mayor David Adkisson told a
Senate subcommittee that the
balk cable subscription rate in
Oensboro increased 40 percent in the past 12 months, from
$14.95 to $20.95 a month.
Residents hold local officials
responsible for the escalating
costs. but "the bottom line Is
cities are absolutely helpless"
because cable companies now
have a monopoly. Adkisson testified before the Communications Subcommittee.
Congress deregulated cable
television in 1984. but the panel
is considering legislation that
would once again put controls
on rates and other aspects of
cable operations.
Sen. Wendell Ford. a subcommittee member, said that no
Issue has generated more complaints to his office than rising
cable rates and that Congress
must act. There are some good
cable systems. the Owensboro
Democrat
said,
but
"unfortunately those systems
are few in my state."
Adkisson, who once worked
on Ford's staff. Joined Sharpe
James. mayor of Newark. N.J.. In
testifying in favor of a re-regulaUon bill introduced by Sen. John
Danforth. R-Mo., that, among
other things. would make It
easier for cities to get rid of unsatisfactory signatory franchise-holders.
M.D. McGuire. general manager of Owensboro Cablevision,
which has the city's franchise.
said In a telephone interview
that Its rates "are cost-driven."
Some of the system's program -

LOUISVILLE — The Kentucky Lottery's plan to improve service
Lottery is making it easier for play- to the players while helping retailers to redeem winning tickets. ers. Many retailers have stated their
Effective March 12, a dozen sales would improve if playecs
selected Lottery retailers through- didn't have to travel so far to colout the state — including one in
lect winnings. •
Hazel — are now able to pay cash
The 12 retailers chosen for the
prizes of S600-5,000.
program, which includes GalliPreviously, players had to report more's Fruit Stand in Hazel, will
to one of seven regional offices or
receive a bonus of 1 percent of the
mail their claims to corporate headvalue of the tickets cashed. They
quarters in Louisville to be paid at (were chosen for,their easy accessithat level. The change is part of the
bility to the public and a record of
doing a substantial lottery business.
Winning tickets will be verified
with the Louisville headquarters by
Computer equipment telephone Monday through Friday,
g a.m.-5 p.m. More retailers will be
to be installed
added if the program proves to be
successful./
in Mayfield schools
Winning tickets of S26 to S599
will continue to be paid by any
More than $25,000 was alocatedLottery retailer, and instant tickets
by the Mayfield City School Bogd
winning up to $25 must be
Monday for computer equipment
redeemed by the retailer from
for four of its schools.
whom the ticket was purchased.
The system will be made up of
Regional offices will continue to
Macintosh LC units with Jostens
pay all winners except Lotto jack-software and is, by far, the most
pot winners who- roust -report to
costly purchase,
to
Lottery headquarters in Louisville.
Superintendent Don W. Sparks.
In other business, the board voted to purchase the "Windows on
Science" program on video laser
disc for Mayfield Middle School
and Washington Elementary. The
cost for the 11 discs is about
$5,000, Sparks said.
At Mayfield High School, an
IBM networked writing lab with 25
stations will be installed at a cost
Auto - Home
of about S53,000:
according

home" as any facility offering fora fee
room and board on a 24-hour basis
and accommodating three or more
adults (excluding students) who are
not related by.blood or marriage to the
operator and who do not require
supervision or medical assistance.
The registration has no fee and
there are no other
to being listed with the
However, failure to reg.ster carries
a stiff penalty. The' law requires
unregistered boarding homes, once
reported and located, to be fined S100
plus SIO per day until they have
completed registration," said Tuttle.
This year, existing boarding homes
must be registered by April 30. New
homes must register within 30 days of
the start of operation.
The state's 15 area development
districts (ADDs) will handle the registrations under an existing contract
with the cabinet.
Anyone with questions may contact the state Division of Aging
Services in Frankfort by calling (502)
564-6930 or contact staff of one of the •
following area development districts:
Purchase. P.O. Box 5gg, Mayfield
42066 (502) 247-7171.

providers have raised their
prices as much as 60 percent in
the past year, he said.

ACROSS
1 Mall event
5 — and board
8 Famous TV
redhead
12 — and — at
great length)
13 Wine cup
14 Lamb's pen
name
15 Joined in
fellowship
17 Shouted
19 Communion
plate
20 Peggy and
Natalie
21 Goddess of
discord
23 Eft
24 Equality
26 Giver of
gift
28 Soak up
31 Near
32 Illuminated
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1 Duck
2 Indian
currency
3 Lag behind
4 Go in
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

33 Exist
34 Dry, as wine
36 Hawks
38 Small amount
39 Dry
41 Small valley
43 Ethical
45 Deadly
48 Like high
mountains
50 Sofa
51 Hold on
property
52 Solemn
wonder
54 Wife of Zeus
55 Oodles
56 Beverage
57 God of love

53

10 Fabricated
11 Young boys
16 Wife of
Geraint
18 Pitcher
22 Not hollow
23 Famed
24 Dance step
25 Consumed
27 Insect egg
29 Kimono sash
30 Fondle
35 Rug
36 Large oven
37 Secure
38 Improve
40 Claude of
film
42 Woodworker s
1001
43 Shopping
area
44 Mixture
46 Danish island
47 Meadows
49 Dine
50 Ocean
53 Pronoun

54

56

57

DIAL-A-WORD
Clues for

1-900-454-3535

toda's

Extension #702

Research works.
American Heart V
Association

PUBLIC NOTICE

T
u
r
f
C
a
r
e
your lawn care professionals
FERTILIZING • WEED CONTROL • INSECT CONTROL

753-1320
Customer Service
Direct Line

Your Lawn Is Our Business. Guaranteed.

Ross Insurance Agency

Paducah woman shot,
in serious condition
A Paducah woman who was shot
three times Monday night with a
semi-automatic pistol was listed in
serious but stable condition at
Western Baptist Hospital.
Margaret Adams, 43, was shot in
the back of the neck, the chin -and
right forearm, according to police
reports.
Police were still looking for the
suspect, James Sonny Weeks, at
midnight.
Lt. Jeff Modglin said Weeks was
in Adams' apartment when an
argument apparently began. He
said that Weeks allegedly fired the
pistol three times before fleeing on
foot.

Auto Rental
Daily & Weekly
Rates

6th & Main
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When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay no
later than the 24th of the month. This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from going up
and insure you that your service will not be
interrupted.

4r Barns, Lofted 'Barns, Garages, Cabins, Utility, Playhouses
'Over 100 Styles & Sizes

* 'Rent-to-Own as low as136.81 per month
* 'Lifetime Warranty Against Damage from
* Decay or Termites
t *Ask About Our Lowest Price
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Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out one
renewal notice per month.
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PERSPECTIVE
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AmViderci, Connie Francis

Report
to Kentucky

Besides the obvious signs gray hair, crow's feet that won't
quit, and middle age spread there are other more subtle indications of impending fogyism. Take
my changing attitude about the
ritual of spring break, for instance.

So while my sorority sisters
piled into cars - convertibles, preferable - and drove 21 hours nonstop to sunswept spring break destinations, I stayed home and filled
out applications for summer jobs.
While they cultivated golden tans
and
painted blond streaks into their
When I was in college, everyone
hair, I cleaned my closet. While
who was allowed to, piled in cars
they met guys - gorgeous guys in
and headed to Florida for spring
madras bermudas and cordovan
break. I. of course. was not allowed
to sally south. Such behavior was loafers - I read "Titus Andronicus." And so it went. You get the
considered at least intemperate and
at worst tasteless by my parents. picture.
I still remember the day before
I can still hear them clucking
spring
break junior year of college.
and fretting over news that thouOur
apartme
nt was filled with halfsands of college students were
packed suitcases. Bathing suits and
romping on the beaches and in the
stray sandals were strewn across
bars of Fort Lauderdale.
beds and on the floor. Bottles of
"They should be home study- baby oil and iodine, a special tanning sauce, were brewing in the
ing." my father grumbled.
"Any young girl whose '. parents bathroom. Four phony i.d.s were
let her run wild like that.... said lined up on the bureau, a shabby
my mother, stopping in mid- quartet of borrowed drivers'
sentence as if the completion of her licenses that were my roommates'
statement was too shocking to pon- passports into such stellar Sunshine
der any further.
State attractions as -"The Playpen

SENATOR WENDELL FORD
t • %came. Washington. I) C. 20510
lot of us ha‘e been fighting for a long
time for one of the best
self-help programs e‘er to come
to Kentuck
-- the Appalachian
Regional commission.
c ha %e made a lot of progress since
the J.*,\% hen the Reagan
as making a habit out of proposi
ng zero tunding for
.tiirs great ccononnc-deNclopment
effort in the mountain,of Appalac
hia
and communities across much
of Kentucky.
But the tight isn't o‘er. a,Avitness
ed t) the latest
proposal
trout
Bush Administration.
I hi,Short-sighted propo,
al‘%ould cut S(1 million from the
pu oorain I he commission ‘t ould be left
million or its ‘‘ ot
1 -.1 Appalachian states. ,:ompared %%ith
more than !
c-,1(1 million going
: -.•o the Reagan
ears.
Administration

buLled

the

‘.% Ith !Si 00

:rue !hat the current Administration
m
• .• ;s

ear than it did last

ror ttf:c; \R( - h

act iii

proposing smaller- ,.uts
ear. %%hen the Congtes,
agam stood up,
\ki,
e1 to increase rather than Cut funding
tot

OTLX

rrootatns.

lookIng

Ii .•

\dministration's no( budget proposa
l meludes ems Itt
•
an..1 other proicets Jesigned To aurae!
.0m:run:ties.
nJ U hits hard at our still Lin!iinsheJ
\ppa.1..•rait De%•Jornlent
S'tent to tie mountain
mainstream of this nation.
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si):11tilLInr:e 70

MAIN
STREET
By Constance
Alexander
Lounge" and "Tony Mart's." It
could have been a scene from
"Where the Boys Are."
Boys, of course, were the reason
girls wanted to go to Florida. And
vice versa for the males. It was
some kind of-mating ritual that in
reality never lived up to expectations, but that didn't stop kids from
going back the next year.
That was more than 20 years
ago. Now. Florida is passe. That's
where high school students on
spring break go for "R&R."
Today's college kids go skiing in
Colorado or rent condos on the
coast. They have their own credit

cards and suitcases that match.
We're talking top of the line here.
"He's worked really hard this
semester. He deserves a rest," I
heard one parent declare recently,
talking about a college-age son
who barely eked out a C average
his first semester of school and was
headed to Martinique for spring
break.
When I mentally harumphcd at
that notion, I knew I was truly
middle-aged. More than bifocals,
my. reaction was a sign I was no
longer young.
At this time of year in a college
town, where spring break is the
axis on which so many' lives rotate,
I find myself reflecting on the differences between past and present.
"We were never; that way," I tell
myself, thinking back to "Where
the Boys Are." All those clean kids
in modest swimsuits who never
even got sand in their shoes. And
Connie Francis, pudgy and dateless, singing her heart out on the
beach.

•,(ould take a sharp cut in high((a
funding. ((ith our
\R( furjs jroppme from S14.2 million
in 1991 to S11.- million
hr:det :he \dnunistrat:on proposal
for 1992.
•

e must- continue to cut federal
spending. But our ;hank:lige is
Jo so \‘ Mk: st:11 making
in+estments in the t uture...Our chatlence
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Today In History

PLEASE To Vs.t.1Pè avrAIN GoRistocvls QUES11ONAIRE,® ARE You say CoNFIDEKr OF

YouRCAIANNS PILM*146 SKILL.?0DWOuLVYOu UKE To WALK
Today is Tuesday, March 19. the 78th day of 1991. There are 287 class
left in the year. This is the date the swallows traditionally return to the
San Juan Capistrano Mission in California.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 19. 1920, the U.S. Senate. for the second .time. rejected the
TrC'.11, of Versailles by a vote of 49 in favor, 35 against, falling short
of
the' two-thirds majorqy needed for approval.
Or. this date:
In 1687. French explorer Robert Cavelier, sieur de La Salle - the. first
European to navigate the length of the Mississippi River - was murdered
by. mutineers, in present-day Texas.
In 1859, the opera "Faust" by Charles Gounod premiered in Paris.
In
the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the eight-hour work day for
In 19IS. Congress approved Daylight-Saving Time.
In 1931, 60 years ago. Nevada legalized. gambling. •
_ In. 1942. Preside
_ nt Franklin. D. Roosevelt ordered that men ;between the
-ages oi 45 and- 64 regiSler for non-military duty.
In 1945. about 800 people were killed as Kamikaze planes attacked the
U.S.S. Franklin off Japan. The ship. however, was saved.
In 1951' 40 years ago, Herman Wouk's war novel "The Caine
Mutiny" was first published.
In 1953. the Academy Awards ceremony was televised for the first
time: ''The Greatest Show on Earth" was named best picture of 1952.
In 1965, Nicolae Ceausescu. a member of the Romanian Politburo. was
appointed first secretary of the Communist Party.
In 194. John J. O'Connor was installed as the eighth Roman Catholic
archbishop of New York. succeeding the late Cardinal Terence Cooke.
Ten years ago: A pre-flight test of the space shuttle Columbia resulted
in tragedy' as two Rockwell Intem.ational employees were asphyxiated
when they entered a chamber filled only with nitrogen.
Five years ago: Adlai E. Stevenson, Winner of the Democratic nomination for governor in the Illinois primary, dissociated himself from the
nominees for lieutenant governor and - Secretary of state, both of whom
were followers of political extremist Lyndon LaRouche. (Stevenson ended
up running as an independent, losing to . incumbent Gov. James R.
Thompson.)
One year ago: Latvia's political opposition claimed victory in the
republic's first free elections in 50 years, and reformers also claimed victories in crucial runoffs held in Russia, Byelorussia and the Ukraine.
Today's Birthdays: Judge John Sirica is 87. National Security Adviser
Brent Scowcroft is.66. Actor-director Patrick McGoohan is 63. Theologian Hans Kung is 63. Author Philip Roth is 58. Actress-singer Phyllis
Newman is 56. Actress Ursula Andress is 55. Actress Glenn Close is 44.
Actor Bruce Willis is 36.
Thought for Today: "It is the darling delusion of mankind that the
world is progressive in religion, toleration, freedom, as it is progressive in
machinery." - Moncure D. Conway, American clergyman and author
(1832-1907).

The world is expecting. even demanding.: a settlement to the near:\
43--sear-old dispute between Isra,:.
and. its Arab neighbors. as well as
resolution of _the _"Pale%tinian problem.' which much of the world sees as
an integral part; of the Arab-Israeli
dispute. As Secretary of State James
Baker visits the region (and Israel for
the first time,. "experts" and some
editorial writers are saying that there
- has never been a better opportunity to'
reach an accord than in the aftermath
of the war with Iraq during which
"moderate". Arab nations aligned
themselves with the West.
This :s a dangerous and inaccurate
conclusion to draw from the war. The
problem has been and is most 1ii•ei to
remain not a few hundred square
miles of land that make up the West
Bank and Gaza Strip. but the attitude
of millions of Arabs about the very'
existence of Israel and. the Jewish
peoplc.
Arab literature. schoolbooks and
public pronouncements are filled with
haired and animosity toward Jews. A
Kuwait: newspaper, Al-Q. described Jesi•s in a 'Nov. 28. 1989.
article as "human scum" and persons
in whom treachery is inbred: Abhorrence to the very existence of Jews
on Earth is commonly'read in publications in all Arab countries. including
. Egypt. which is officially_ at peace
with Israel but whose opposition
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Ten years ago
Murray-Calloway County Arts
Committee has planned a gala
street festival around the court
square on April 17 and 18 in conjuncUon with nationwide Gallery of
Arts Celebration during the month
of April.

•4 -
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Award winners 'from Calloway
County at Kentucky Young Farmer
Associauon convention at Owensboro were Dale Outland, Danny
Cunningham, Richard Jones, Thomas Murdock, Bill Ed Murdock
and Mark Paschall. Receiving YFA
degrees were Jamie Potts, Rob
McCallon. Shea Sykes and Richard
Spann.
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Whitnell Dr

the Murray Ledger & 1 imes is published every afternoon except Sundays, July
Day , New Years Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers Inc
, 1001
Murray, Ky 4207,1 Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by Lamers $5 00 per month,
payable us advance
By Tall in Calloway and to Benton, Hardin. Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmingto
n, Ky , and Par is
Buchanan and Purycar, Tn , $5700 per year By mail to other destinatio
ns $64 50 per year
To reach all departments of the newspaper, phone 753-1916
the Murray Ledger & limes is a member of the Assoatated Press,
Kentucky Pies,
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers Association
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to news
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Tina Rogers and Walter Gregory
Byars were married Dec. 27 at
Third Baptist Church, Owensboro.

ongmsted by The Murray Ledger Sc
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or someone like him. as as president
and committed to an all-Arab "Palestine .
But the Palestinian issue is a side_
issue.,The real issue is whether Arab
nations are %011ing-to put aside years
By Cal
of hatred and hostility to make peace
Thomas
ith the sovereign nation of Israel. As
national security affairs expert Steven
media
,
_
Emerson has written. "The Palestianti-Sernitic lep:thcts.
•
n„l gls.arci_ not interested in -or,capable
--As-Katt Von
Cif nO)iedmore-- of hying in peke - with the Israelis.
than a century and a half ago. Where
Most Palestinians have sheer hatred
there are hostile emotions.. there :•:7C for Jews."
Too harsh a judgment? If
hosttle intention. The h),:i:e cr.-;0so. the burden lies on the Palestinians
.
.1()hs ha‘e subsided not at all. I: •!.
and their leaders
unlikely that the Outcome of' the Gulf not on those li to prove otherwise,
Emerson. who have
War has caused a reduction in the ample evidenc
e to buttress their case.
-hostile intentions of most Arab states.
The idea of . land for peace" is
During the war. :he PLO and its foreign to
the Islamic world. Terms
allies urged Iraqi dictator Saddam
such as -human rights... "civil rights."
Hussein to attack Israel and its cviltan
'democracy ." "free elections." "selfpopulation. Can the P40 be consid- determination"
and
ered a legitimate representative of the cious to the W'est "peace" are prebut are not practiced
Palestinian people? If so. the true
fulls in any Arab nation. As British
intentions of the Palesuruan people analyst David
Pryce-Jones noted in
must be viewed as :der ttel to tos(:
the January. 1989,_issue of CommenPLO Chairman-Yasser Arafat. who tary magazine, the
bandyintabout of
said on Baghdad television last Dec... these words in the
Arab states is 31. "We will answer the Zionist merely a disguise for -an absolute
rule'
enemy and say to him m 1991: a land that could not he
declared openly as
without the Israeli or Zionist people. such..
This land is Arab, Arab. Arab.PalestiInstead of pressuring Israel with
nian in her face and Arab in her
land for peace.. formulas. the United
heart..."
States ought to be concentrating on
How' safe would Israel be next to a the real needs
of the Arab world:
Palestinian state with Yasser Arafat, overcoming
ignorance. fanaticism,

hate., exploitation by their fellow'
Arabs: proper development of their
resources: advancing agricultural and
water projects. and so on.
In his speech to Congress fast week,
President Bush was right to call for
compromise, but his hint that Israel
ought to be doing the compromising
ignores who has been the predator in
the region and who has been the
potential - meal,
The Arab nationshave lost every
war they have launched against
Israel. Each of those wars was for the
purpose of occupying all of Israel and
driving every' Jew' to his grave or into
the sea. Each time the Arab nations
lost, they came back to try again.
Israel is not so fortunate. It has only
to lose one war because it won't get a
second chance.
Concerning Arab attitudes. it is
worth remembering a line from the
Covenant of the Islamic Resistance
Movement, published in 1988:"There
is no solution for the Palestinian
question except through Jihad. Initiatives, proposals and international conferences are all a waste of time and
vain endeavors. The Islamic Resistance Movement believes that the land
- of Palestine is. consecrated for future
Muslim generations until Judgment
Day." '
Now there's an attitude that will
take more than one visit by' Secretary
of State Baker to., change.

Twenty years ago
Richard Suiter, March 12.
The office of Local Board No.
10 of Selective Service, now in
Thirty years ago
Post Office Building, will be
Fishery biologists from Kentuckclosed sometime between April 15
y', Tennessee. Alabama, Tennessee
and June 1. according to Mrs. GusValley Authority and Murray' State
sic Adams. executive', secretary. College will meet March 22 at StuMembers of local Selective Service dent Union Building, MSC, to plan
Board are Dr. H.B. Bailey Jr., a campaign to recover rock fish
James A. Parker, Joe Berry, Robert eggs from Kentucky Lake this
Hendon and Glindel Reaves.
spring.
Maurice H. Ryan, chairman of
Murray Board of Education, was
Murray State College String
elected state director at large of Orchestra with Prof. David J. GowKentucky School Boards ans as conductor and John C. WintAssociation.
er as organist presented a concert
Births reported include a boy to on March 16 in 1961 ContemporMr. and Mrs. Jimmy' Rose, a boy to ary Arts Festival.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh F. Story, a girl
Mrs. George Hart spoke about
to Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Woods, a "Apple For the Teacher" at a meetboy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Cole- ing of Sigma Department of Murman, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. ray Woman's Club.

Potatoes, 50-pound bag, is listed
as selling for S1.49 at Parker Food
Market.
Forty years ago
Murrayans were greeted this
morning with five inches of snow
that fell during the night and continued falling well into the day.
"Darrell Shoemaker is in a
mighty good position. One that will
cut family arguments to a minimum. His little girl looks just like
her mother, and his boy looks just
like him," from column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams.
Bobby Joe Garland is serving
with United State Army at Camp
Breckenridge.
Cuba Cubs lost to Clark County
in finals of Kentucky High School
Basketball Tournament.

CAL'S
THOUGHTS

Looking Back

WALTER L. APPERSON, Publisher
TED DELANEY. General Manager
MARY ANN ()RR, Adserusing Manager
DAVID STOM. Circulation Manager
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EDUCATION
Students have fun
with machine contest
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By BETH HARRIS
Asseclatod P.60811 Wnter

WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. — A
mousetrap, pneumatic tubes and a
robotic arm.
They don't make toast like that
any more and probably never
should, but at the 9th annual Rube
Goldberg Machine Contest such
off-the-wall methods were considered the greatest thing since sliced
bread.
The contest honors the spirit of
the late cartoonist who specialized
in drawing whimsically complicated machines to perform the
simplest of tasks.
In this year's competition, contestants from colleges had to use at
least 20 steps and toast the bread
within live minutes.
The Society of Manufacturing
Engineers, the team from Purdue
University, successfully defended
its title Saturday with a contraption
named "Toast Masters."
A train carrying a slice of bread
attached to tines backed into the
toaster. A mousetrap knocked over
a smokestack, triggering the train
to chug along the track.
The machine's 39 steps also
included marbles. a fountain, a barrel and a robotic arm that grabbed
the toast as it popped out of the
toaster.
"I'm really pleased with how it
worked," said Steve Weinrich, a
senior from Pennington, N.J.,
studying computer-integrated manufacturing technology.
"The only damper we had was
the mousetrap. It's never failed
until today. It was misaligned and
didn't hit the target right."
The University of WisconsinMilwaukce's entry finished second
with a machine that performed to
the Beatles' song "A Day in the
Life," which includes the line,
"Woke up. Got out of bed.
Dragged a comb across my„head."
A plastic male figure iambled
through his morning routine as a
comb dragged across his head and
cereal poured into a bowl. His car
tumbled out of the garage, eventually triggering the toaster into
action.
Oakland University of Rochester, Mich., was third, using a ski
ramp built of Popsicle sticks, a
miniature figure of Bart SiMpson
and a champagne bottle that poured
its contents into three glasses
revolving on a stereo turntable.
A maximum of 100 points were
awarded for successful completion
of the task, creativity, complexity,
the use of related themes and keeping- in spirit of the contest.
Points were deducted for inedible toast or human interventiein
once the machine started.
The contest took place in from
of more than 500 spectators.

A s part of a patriotic assembly
at Southwest Elementary,
third grade students sang "Many Flags and Many Lands."

Calloway Middle School's Future Problem Sol% ing Team
won first place at the district Governor's Cup Competition. The team is coached by Rachel Neale. They competed
in regional competition at Murray Middle School on Feb.
15. Pictured from left are Da% id Smotherman, Derek
Smee, Tom Richter and Molly Willis.

r

Jane Stokes from the Bank of Murray recently talked to
Tina Ratterree's first grade class at Robertson Elementary
about Eastern bluebirds. The students ha%e been studying
a unit about birds. The Bank of Murray is a School
Business Partner.

Ise
III FIR

Missy Stubblefield, Stephanie Ward, Chrissy Stubblefield
and Elizabeth Blackford, ads isees of Mrs. Sue Heiss, are
decorating a bulletin board to display items portraying
their interests, friends and life. This is part of a study and
discussion on self-esteem in the sixth grade at Calloway
County Middle School.

As part of a patriotic assembly at Southwest Elementary.
,kindergarten students marched in - the program as they
presented their, handmade flags. Pictured from left are
Nicole Erwin, Lindsey Paschall. Chris Coles and Jeremiah
Murray Elementary School Bus 12 has been awarded the Arnett.
"Best Bus" honor the month of February. This honor is
given to the bus whose riders ha‘e demonstrated the "best
bus" safety rules. The bus is dricen by John 1.ane.
1

Marvin Mann, father of-Jason Mann, is demonstrating the
fitting of a hearing aid to fifth grade students at .North
: Calloway Elementary. He -discussed his work as an
audiologist with the class. Pictiired front row, from left,
are Jason Mann, Marvin Mann, (second row, from left)
Art Cripps, Kaci Manis, Crystal Brasher, Dalissa Joseph,
(third row, from left) Cindy Drennon, Tanya Bucy and
Amanda Coleman.

Seventy-seven students at East Calloway Elementary made
posters to enter in the National School 'traffic Safety Poster Contest. This project was oserseen by Marjorie Grady
in an effort to teach safety while being creative and productive. Posters were.displayed in the hallways and all students participating will receive a certifcate. Shown with
their posters are ,Kari Downs, in Mrs. Nance's second
grade; April Rowles, from Mrs. McCuiston's fifth grade;
and first grader Kory Cunningham in Mrs. Leet's class.

The children in !Marilyn Dill's kindergarten
class at
Robertson Elementary deli red paper daffodi
ls to
Murray -Calloway County Hospital to be used to
decorate
the cafeteria. MCCIT is at:School Bdsiness- Partner
. Pictured front row,'from left are 1shley 11 inchester,
Joshua
Walser and Kathy Hodges. MCCII public relation
s
director.
•

House leader has
questions about
technology system
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
House leader prompted delays in
the work of a panel designing a
statewide system of school technology by questioning its plans so far.
The Council on Education Technology is trying to move forward
again after being slowed by questions from House Speaker Pro Tern
Pete Worthington.
Among other things. Worthington wants the council to place more
restrictions on how local school
districts may spend first-round
funding of 526 million.
But some council members say
that underlyirfg principles of the
reform law require freedom for
school districts to purchase any
equipment and software they
choose, so long as their purchases
are compatible with other elements
of the statewide system.
The law calls for an automated
statewide system for reporting
school data to be in operation by
next fall. But the council has gotten
a slow start.
Worthington has also said the
council's plan is too vague and
allots too much money —
S500,000 — for a consultant.
Worthington, D-Ewing, is chairman
of a legislative subcommittee on
school technology.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson was a
month late in naming its nine members last s.hmmer, and the group
didn't start work for several more
weeks because its chairman, Robert
Stoltz, was out of the country.
The panel's first significant task,
sketching out a five-year plan for
education technology, was fulfilled
roughly on time in January. after
the group's executive director.
Ronald Threadgill, was dismissed.

:
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Murray State University student Chris Bell told
about
marriage customs and family life in Belfast, Ireland
was a guest of Tammy Bowden, at right, in Marriag . He
e and
Family class.
•

Tom Ewing, Fisher-Price representatke, presents recognition certificates to the following students from Robertson
Elementary: (front row, from left) Leslie-Brooke SchwettMan, Mallary Rudolph, Adam Ellis, Jane % Ala:lain, Darrell Foster, Jesse Keyes, Alison Sears, Marchello Ca‘itt,
Cody Latimer,(second row, from left) Daisy Pace, Alexina
Charette, Wendy Logan, Tom Ewing, Adward Baust, Tavlor Anderson, Rent McIntosh, Mikey Lopez and Emily
Thomason (representing Mrs. Foster's second grade class).
Darrell Foster was the grand prize winner.

Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative
staffs of the Murray Independent School District and the
Calloway County School District and edited by the staff of
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school
district is determined by the approximate ratio of student
s
in each district. Please direct your questions and commen
ts
about area public schools to the Murray City Schools(753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools (753-2893).

Mrs. Castleman's fourth grade class at East Calloway
Elementary has been in%()bed in a classroom guidance
unit de%eloping self-esteem through the awareness of indi%idual differences. Guidance counselor Melissa Starks has
taught the lessons. Pictured with the bulletin board they
created are, front row from left, Mandy Rudolph, Amanda
Edmonson, Adam Herndon, Jason Hill, (second row, from
left) Tiffany Young, (third row, from left) Starks and
Bradley Jones.

Student of the Week
No,

1

•

1
1,4

Second grade students at North Calloway' Elementary
brought in objects that contained the special vowel sound
of the week. Here the students had been studying about
the long "a" sound and brought in tape, laces, hay and
other items with a long "a." Pictured from left are Kenny
Duncan, Austin Webb, Chad Greer and Meagan therbey.

o.
As part of a pre-reading activity for the "Miracl
e Worker," students in Honors English II at Callowa
y High
School took turns being blindfolded and being
responsible
for a "blind" person. Pictured abuse, from left, are Vanessa Bucy and Chrystie Carson.
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Kathleen D. Hokans, a senior at Calloway County High
School, was named "Student of the Week" for the week of
March 8 by Century 21 and WSJP-Radio. Hokans is the
daughter of Rick and Linda Hokans of 2210 Edinborough.
Hokans is a member of the Speech Team, Academic Team
(Future Problem Solving), Foriegn Language Festival,
Beta Club, S.T.A.R.S. Club (reporter), music and girls
Soccer Team. "Katy is an outstanding student a, I is %ery
involved in the many good things that are goir g on at
CCHS. She is a very responsible and helpful student." Pictured from left are CCHS Principal Jerry Ainley, Hokang,
Jobeth England of WSJP-Radio and Bob Rodgers of Century 21.
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Festival Concert tonicht

CALENDAR

JO'S DATEBOOK

Tuesday, March 19

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

Singles Organizational Society/7

The annual Civitan Pancake Day will be Saturday, March 23. from 5
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Rudy's Restaurant on the court square in downtown
Murray. Members of the Murray Civitan Club will work as hosts, cooks
and service personnel. "The citizens of Murray and Calloway County
have been supportive of this annual fund-raiser and Civitans are deeply
appreciative of this," said Civitan President Rowena Emerson. Funds from
this annual event help Civitans finance programs that support handicapped
clients at the local W.A.T.C.H., Center and in the city and county schools.
"Murray Civitians have sponsored the annual Pancake Day for about 30
years," said Hoyt Roberts and Nick Horton, co-chairmen for the event.
Tickets are 53 per person which gives one all the pancakes they care to
eat. "Civitans are proud of the quality of food and service we are able to
provide our guests for all these years." said Prentice Dunn and Coffield
Vance. long time veterans of Civitan Pancake Days.

Kindergarten registration
Kindergarten registration for Calloway County Elementary Schools will be
at the three elementary centers this week as follows: North, Tuesday, March
19: East, Wednesday, March 20; and Southwest, Thursday, March 21,
all
starting at 9 a.m in the school cafeterias. Parents should register
their
children during the day if possible. For those parents unable to attend
the
scneduled registrations, a night registration will be provided on Thursday
March 21, from 5 to 7 p.m. at each of the schools. Parents are encourag ,
ed
to bring their children and tour the kindergarten facilities when they register
their children. This will give them an opportunity to talk with the kindergarten
teachers. Parents are asked to bring a copy of the child's ongrnal birth certificate, if possible to registration. Parents of any age child who is not
presently attending the Calloway County School District, but who would
like
their child enrolled in the district for 1991-92 school year should contact the
appropriate school for registration information.

p.m. at Chamber of Commerce
building. Info/Pamela, 753-7638,
or Jeanne. 753-0224.
Quilt Lovers/6 p.m./Callov.ay

County Public Library.

Murray Middle School Eighth Graders Jeromy Painter, foreground.
Keisa Bennett and Gary White rehearse intently for this evening's
"Festival Showcase" Concert to be at 7 p.m. in Murray High School
Gymnasium. Beth E. Stribling is NIMS band conductor. Also performing will be The High School Choir i th Deborah Tracy as conductor, and the The High School Band with .John Stroube as conductor. They will feature music they will be performing at Kentucky

Music Educators Association Festixal next week. There is no admission charge and the public is imited.

Tom Brokaw hurts
leg while skiing
Tom Brokaw was treated at a hospital after
he hurt
!ower right leg skiing, a
hosnitd1 spokeswoman said.
NBC anchorman suffered
nr-ses and leg strain Sunday. said
Doris Allen. chief operations officer
valley Medical Center.
VAIL. Colo. (API -

New Providence Church of Christ will have a gospel meeting through Friday. March 22. James Boyd of McMinnville, Tenn., will be the evangelist for
the services at 7 p.m. through Friday. The public is invited to attend,
a
church spokesperson said.

Esther Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will have a feliowsh p
luncheon on Thursday. March 21, at 12 noon in the Fellowship Hall
of the
church. All class members and associate members are urged to
attend,
accord,ng to Delyghte Humphreys, group leader

Paint & Decorating Center
P

111V

Spring Brunch Saturday

Department of
Murray Woman's Club/12 noon
and 7 p.m./club house.

Senior citizens' activities/Ha/el

on The Americans
with Disabilities Act by Murray
Human Rights Commission/7
p.m./Willis Center.

Parents and Twos at 9:30
a.m./Story Hours 10:30 a.m. and
3:30 p.m.

Calloway County Public Library/
Public Forum

National
Scouting
Museum/open/9 a.m.-4:30p.m.

%.1c( alion & ‘14r.iinn

Spring Brunch of Murray State University Women s Society will be Saturday, March 23, at 9:301.m. in the Learning Center at Lowry Building, MSU
Mitzi McCallon and Maryann Cathey from Terry's Decorating will present
a
special program. For reservations until Wednesday, March, 20. call,-Mary
Ann TJrner, 759-9864.

Lucinda- Catherine Dickison born
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dickison of Maysville are the parents of a daughter,
Lucinda Catherine. weighing 6341 pounds, measuring 20 inches, born on
Saturday, March 9, at Central Baptist Hospital, Lexington The mother is the
former Jeanette Cathey. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Dickison of
Ashland and Mr. and Mrs. H.L. Cathey of Murray.

atho

Design Services.
you & Your Home

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun.
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
Rent sour mo‘ies•at the mmies!
1008 Chestnut • 753-3314
Open 11:am to 10:pm

Smoking .Support Group

EASTER
SPECIAL

A Support Group for people who have stopped smoking will have its first
meeting on Wednesday, March 27, at 5:30 p.m in the board room of
Murray-Calloway-County Hospital. This group is being sponsored by Health
rornotions of the local hospital. It is open to any one who has kickedithe
-at or recently quit smoking. This will be an organizational meeting seek-g the attendees input on topics and meeting dates,' said Kathie Pierce,
-ea •." P
°motions Director, at the hospital For informatton call 762-1384.
'

March 19th -30th

Any Purchase of
Easter Merchandise
Totaling $500 or More

Kirksey Ball Club Sign Up

0/ Off Any
Easter Basket

50 /0

Kirksey Ball Club will have its sign up for the spring and summer season
oe Saturday, March 23. Boys and girls, ages 5 to 18, can sign up from 9
a.m. to 12 noon at the Kirksey Ball Field. Tryouts will be Saturday. April 6.
For more information call Kerry Stone; 492-2308

THE TREASURE
HOUSE OF GIFTS
-iii
„
,.........

Home Department Brunch

SouthsIde Manor

Home Department of Murray Woman s Club will have a spring brunch on
Thursday. March 21, at 12 noon at the club house. Irma La Follette will
give
the devotion. Hostesses will be Jimmie Lee Carmichael, Margaret Taylor.
Vanda Jean Gibson, Delyghte Humphreys and Mary Hopson.
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Humane Society reception
The Humane Society of Calloway Courly will have a volunteer recruitment reception on Sunday, March 24, from 2 to 4 p.m. at Calloway County
Public Library. A brief program covering the areas of need will be given
Thoga interested in helping are welcome to attend or to just come and hear
about the Humane Society. Refreshments will be served. For more information call 753-1022 or 759-4141.

Public Forum tonight
Murray Human Rights Commission will sponsor a public forum on The
Americans with Disabilities Act tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at Willis Center,
227 North L. P. Miller St., Murray Featured speakers will include Nancy
Ranking, field representative for the Kentucky Human Rights Commission,
and Dr. William Fennessee, assistant professor and coordinator of the
Rehabilitation Services Education Program at Myfray State University. For
more information call Dr Yushin Yoo, Commii-Siiin Chair at 762-4420 or
753-629

JO-AN'S

THREE DAY SALE
Thursday, Friday & Saturday
Ladies'
Denim Jackets

Reg. to '39

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the following: Dwight Pace of Hardin from Western Baptist; Kenneth Jetton of Murray and Jerome Kudrna of Buchanan, Tenn., from Lourdes.

'10
Ladies' Denim
Shorts

Reg. to S35

Songfest at Fern Terrace
Church Women United of Murray and Calloway County will sponsor its
monthly songfest at Fern Terrace Lodge on Wednesday, March 20, at
2:30
p.m. Sarah Van Meter, CWU member, urges all women of churches in the
city and county to come and participate in this special event for the residents at the lodge

Directors' meeting Thursday
West Kentucky Allied Services' Board of Directors will meet Thursday,
March 21, at 2 p.m. in the Conference Room at Central Office, 400 North
Fifth St., Mayfield. This will be the regular March meeting of the board

varieties
(In the Square
753-9569

Aruhn

Leo Catholic
Church/6 p.m./Murray High School
gym.

'999-'12"

75
%
Orr

Bubbles' Knits

1/2

Now

Gandhi,grandson

of

Islohandas Gandhi,/lecture/7 p.m.:
Curris Center Ballroom/MSC/free
admission.
Basic Promotional Layout/6-8

p.rn..:N1SL'. Info/762-4159.

Book Fair/6-7 p.m.: PTO
mecting/7 p.m./Robertson School.

p.m./K/C building open 6

20%

Off

Ladies' Jeans

'8
Ladies' Spring Shorts & Tanks 30% Off
Children's Name Brand Spring%ear 30% on

:
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,
"
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Price

Wednesday, March 20
Murray Overeaters Anonymous/

be4intiers at 5:15 p.m./regular
meeting at 5:30 p.m./Ellis Community Center.

Basketball

St.

Bible classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.
Bible classesn p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
First Christian Church events
include Pastor's Class/4 p.m.;
Children's Choir/5:30 p.m.; Won-

derful Wacky Wednesdays/6:30
p.m.: Chancel Choir/7:15 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer

Group/10 a.m.: Handbell Choir/4
p.m.: Youth Club/5 p.m.; Wednesday Night Fellowship/ 5:30 p.m.:
Finance Committee/6:30 p.m.:
Chancel Choir and Administrative
Board/7:30 p.m.

(Cont'd on page 71

DEAR ABBY An estimated 14 one or more of the followi
ng
million Americans have diabetes. symptoms on a regular basis:
which Callsrs 151',Olio deaths a year._, excessive thirst (3 points);
freEN en more sfiocking: is the fact that quent urination (3 points); exabout halt the people who have dia- treme fatigue (1 point); unexbetes don't e‘in know they have it
plained weight loss 13 points);
These people .ire at great risk of
blurry vision from time to time
heart disease. kidney failure. blind - ( I point).
and amputation. Untd last
2. I am over 40 years of age 41
March I v..is one of them!
point).
Fortunatelv . a simple yuct-p-u,bi.L
3.1am at least 20 percent over
lished in mv local newspaper;rilerted
my ideal weight (2 points).
ni' ti th-e
orn,1 of diabetes. and
4. 1 am a woman who has had
a- ludo: to discover it in its early
more than one baby weighing
st.ages
produced by the
more than 9 pounds at birth (2
-American 'fltal;etes Association
points).
ADA tor its annual American Dia5.1 am of Native American Inbetes Alert. virtuallx saved my life
dian descent 11 point).
Nly -core indicated that I was at high
6. I am of Hispanic or black
risk for diabetes. so I went to my descent ( I point).
doctor tor a painless test
7. I have a parent with diabeThe bad nev.. w as that my test tes ( I point).
confirmed that I have diabetes The
8. I have a brother or sister
good nev.. v,as that as long as I
with diabetes 12 points).
carefull% manage my program ofdiet
Now,add up your score. If you
exert ise and medication. I can keep scored three to five points,
you
m% blood-glucose level under control
probably are at low risk for diaand enio‘ the same activities as my betes.
non -d a bet ic friends.
If you scored over fie points,
Since March. my blood levels have you may be at high risk for diaremained IA 'thin normal ranges.and
betes. You may even have diabeI ani once again leading a healthy tes,so see your doctor and don't
Abhv . would you please print delay. For more information on
the AD.A Alert Quiz in your column diabetes, contact your local
ti, acr ompapv.the March 9 Amer,American Diabetes Association
tan Diabetes Alert' You could he or ADA's Diabetes Informa
tion
helping millions of people lead Service Center, 1664) Duke
St.,
healthier. longer lives
Alexandria, Va. 22314. The toll-10E CAMP). JACKSON. MISS
free number is 18001 232-3472.
DEAR JOE AND DEAR READERS:This test is not meant to diagnose -only a medical doctor
can establish whether these
symptoms mean you have diabetes. Here's the test. Each "yes"
answer is worth the number of
points indicated.
I. I have been experiencing

Abby's family recipes are included in
her cookhooklet! Send a long, businesssize, selraddressed envelope, plus check
or monev order for 53.95154.50 in Canada
to: Dear Abby,Cookhooklet, P.O. Box 447.
Mount Morris. III. 61054. (Postage i•
included.,
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First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:45 a.m.,
Exercise Class/11:30 a.m., Baptist
Women/4 p.m.; Library open/6:15

DE
AR ABBY
by Abigail Van Buren

15

Exquisite Form
Bras & Girdles

School

volleyball/by

Ladies'
Knit Jackets
Reg '.7-Vg

Up to

Night/5:30 p.m.: RCIA/7:30 p.m.
High

Deserve
Call For An In-Home
Consultation
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include CREED Series/10 a.m.;
Young At Heart/12 noon, Activity

Associational Music School/7
p.m./First Baptist Church.

p.m./Southside
Manor Community Room.

Take advantage of our
Professional Interior

J.N. Williams Chapter of
UDC/1:30 p.m./Majestic Royale.
Holiday Inn.

Murray TOPS/7

Ends March 21st
with Wolves
(PG1.3i

Center/10 a.m.-2 p.m.

Winsome Sunday School Class,
Memorial Baptist' Church/7
p.m./home of Betty Larimer.

p.m.

Dances

Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/Nancy Rose, director.
Senior citizens' activities/Weaks

Bingof7

PAWS ipets are wonderful society) will meet Wednesday, March 20, from
3-1 5 to 4.p m. in the Annex of Calloway County Public Library. All PAWS
member's are invited and urged to attend. New PAWS members
are wel.
come For more information call 436-2603.

Bereavement Support Group/9:30
a.m./Hospice Office, third floor,

Center/9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Young Actors' Guild of Playhouse
in Park/6:30 p.m./Pagliai's/later to
free preview performance.

PAWS meeting Wednesday

a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.

Murray Optimist Club/6:30

Introduction to Painting/6-9
p.m. .MSC. Infor'62-4159.
Sleeping With
The Enemy (R) ;g

Wednesday, March 20
Senior Citizens' Golf League/9

p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
Style Shows/Music

New Providence services

Esther Class event Thursday

Dism
Murray
for Frii
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i
a

•

•

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Four hospital reports are released
Dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Friday, March 15, have been
released as follows:
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Three newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Sunday, March 17, have been
released as follows:

Dismissals
Mrs Deborah G Marsteller and
baby boy, At 1, Box 216, Gilbertsville,
Mrs Melissa K Bufkin, Rt 1. Box 179
Hazel, Mrs Linda P Palmer, At 2,
Box 1778, Murray.
Miss Tammy Ft Long, At 3, Box
1059, Murray. Mrs Betty Sue Britton,
At 4, Box 490, Fulton: Lee Roy Barnett, Rt. 3, Box 1003 A, Murray,
Mrs Karen E Olson, 300 North
Eight St , Murray; Mrs Carol Diane
Norwood, At 1, Hardin; Mrs Lucille
Johnson, 1713 Wells Ext.. Murray;
Mrs Mabel Carroll. Rt 1, Box 285,
Murray. Mrs Imagene Lyles, Rt 1.
Box 66 82. Hardin, Mrs Flossie M
Snow, Rt. 3, Benton. John H Clements, Almo,
William A Crump, At 1, Box 344,
Hardin, Mrs Mary Kathryn Conley, At
5, Box 1258. Murray, Henry Bill Harrison. Rt 2, Box 180, Camden, Tenn •
Charles L. Hooper, At 2, Box 35A.
Dover, Tenn ; Mrs Kathrine Duncan,
At 1, Box 482, Dexter; Mrs. Elizabeth
Ruddle, Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray,
Mrs. Lorene Webb, 816 Gwynn St ,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Gladys M Jarrett,
Rt 5, Murray; Mrs. Alice Bea Hopkins,
223 South 12th St , Murray.
Expiration
Mrs Geraldine Kelly, Rt 3. Box
377, Murray

30
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n.

Jackson, 300 South Sixth St , Murray,
Mrs Cheri G Miles and baby girl, At
5. Box 328, Paris, Tenn.

Newborn admissions
Powell baby boy, parents. Michelle
and Vanness, Rt. 7, Box 420, Benton,
Page baby girl, parents, Sandra and
Joe. At 1, Henry, Tenn ,
Wagner baby girl, parents, Sherry
and William, 1202 Lone Oak Rd , Paris, Tenn
Dismissals
Rochie Byers, Hardin; Joshua J
Tabers, At 7, Box 130-A, Mayfield.
John J Bartkus, At 5, Box 552.
Benton;
Cornelius Tidwell, At 1, Box 200,
Murray. Aaron Don Foutch, At 1,
Hazel. Miss Erica Susanne Wyatt, At
1, Box 96, Puryear. Tenn.;
Mrs. Rebekah B. Warner, 1329
West Broadway, Mayfield: Miss Amber
M Joyce, At 5, Box 185, Benton, Mrs
Shirley Ann Garland, At 1, Box 8.
Mayfield;
Miss Chelsea May, At. 2, Box 297,
Hickory. Mrs. Brenda Gail Rhodes, At
1, Box 131A, Water Valley; Mrs Sharyn Hollingsworth, P.O. Box 175,
Hazel;
Mrs Wanda June Henry, At 1, Box
149-F, Murray, Miss Debra L. Cole,
3611 Hopkinsville, Cadiz; Mrs. Deedy
Dunn, Rtg 1, Box 152, Almo.
Expiration
Kenneth Lee Herndon, At. 1, Box
320, Almo.

Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday.
March 16, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Josleyn baby boy, parents, Jo and
Terry, At 5. Box 111, Benton;
Vandiver baby girl. parents. Mary
and Robert. Rt 6, Box 347, Benton,
Wilson baby girl, parents, Janey and
Robert. Rt 4, Box 261, Mayfield.
Dismissals
Harmon Lee Brown, P 0 Box 186
New Concord, Mrs. Relma Copeland.
At 1, Box 1,_Almo, Mrs. Elayne E
Bradkowski, Rt. 1, Box 250-F,
Gilbertsville;
Mrs. Hazel D. Hill, Rt. 3. Box 120,
Murray; Miss Mary Hathaway, RI 7.
Box 538, Murray; Heath R Towery.
2115 Edinborough, Murray:
Clint Evans, At 2, Box 41, Puryear,
Tenn. Mrs Dorothy Bailey, 1207 Kirkwood, Murray; Mrs. Glenda S. Newsome, Rt. 1, Box 67, Murray; Mrs. Vicki
Williams, 1553 Whipporwill, Murray;
Miss Olivia L Merrell, At 2, Box
180, Buchanan. Tenn: Randy Curtis

Five newborn admissions, dismissals and ,one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
on Monday, March 18, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Prince baby girl, parents, Joanne
and Rickey. At 1, Box 154D, Holladay, Tenn.;
Hamilton baby boy, parents, Kelly
and Ricky, 169 Noel Dr., Cadiz;
Rhodes baby girl, parents, Peggy
and Mark, Rt. 8, Box 5, Murray;
Howard baby boy, parents, Ronda
and Donnie, At. 7, Box 169, Murray;
Ochoa baby girl, parents, Lynne and
Steve, At 1, Box 445, Murray.
Dismissals
Robert McCoart, 1508 Story Ave.,
Murray: Jack Alexander, P.O. Box
264, Benton; Miss Dawn Donohue,
2808 Hillcrest, Evansville, Ind.;
Miss Dana Washer, At. 2, Box 158,
Hazel; Miss Allyson Joy Wyatt, Rt. 1,

YOUR HOROSCOPE
by Jeane Dixon

WEDNESDAY.M ARCH 20,1991
'HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE Rely on your instincts. Influential
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: people will support your decision. A

ing
re-

exexts):
me

Social actik ities sk ill take on new
importance as they relate to k our
professional hie now . You could lure
a practical t riend into joining you in
a madly romantic ads enture in June.
Your financial security is enhanced
by timely ink estments and a sk stematic sak ings program. The right romantic partner w ill make a tax mite
dream come true in early sk inter. A
change ot residence is possible before 19442. •
• •

• 41

CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actors W illiam Hurt

:er

and Hal Linden. comic Carl Reiner.
hockek star Bobbk Orr.
ARIES \larch 21 -April 19):
Your generous nature comes to the
tore. Tend to your ow n affairs before
try ing to handle things for other
people. check costs iosolsed before
making k acation plans.
TAtRUS( April 20-Ma‘ 20k: Dig
Jeep for answers. making the necessary phone calls and trips. A financial
pact holds real promise. Momentum
keeps you mok ing in the right direction. Take a kw ed one's v,ord as fact.
GEMINI May 2I -June 20): The
spotlight is on your popularity- and
recent publicity. You reeet k e some
good new s.\lake es erk nlinute count
today . Work diligently. LIAO% ating
both your imagination and k ocabulark .
CANCER' thine 21 -Jul 22:
Passions run high today . Matters
ink ()I\ ing rules, legalities and romance must be gi‘en close scrutiny.
Do not put your future at risk. When
immersed in k our kk ork. ‘ou are a
shining success!
LEO (Jul 21-Aug. 221: A day
w hen you must state your positiOn or
take action before all the facts are in.
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parent-child relationship improves.
VIRGO Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Certain limits are placed on you. This is
no time to force issues. Stay cool.
calm and collected. Curbing a tendency to be jealous '.s ill payrr,big dividend-s. Loved ones applaud your
maturity.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your
efforts recei‘e new publicity. Your
presence is commanding. Hunches
ring true: you get to the heart of a
business matter. A wonderful evening for visiting friends.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): It
may be profitable to keep your bust,
ness dealings away from public scrutiny'. Use common sense. Being a

-- good listener is more imporraitt thanvoicing sour personal opinions.
- SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): This day has a fresh, exciting
feel. The spotlight is on discoveries,
travel and distant regions. You see
w hat needs to be done at work and
home. Quiet talks go well tonight.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
Good communication skills and a
pleasing appearance count big today.
Cast off your shyness and move to
center stage. Speak out! Your words
w ill have strong impact.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 181:
Career and financial rewards are in
the spotlight. Your bargaining position is strong: use it wisely. Money
may trickle down from high places.
Home life feels right tonight.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
Mutual interests must be given top
priority now. Your good name requires it! Initiate changes at work
that are k ital to your long-range interests. Be open to new ideas.

DR.
GOTT
by Peter Gott,
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Session meeting/First Presbyterian
Church/7:10 p.m.
Administrative Board/7
p.m./South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
Grace Baptist Church events
include Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.;
Youth Bible Study and Adult Bible
Study/7 p.m.; Weekly Workers'
meeting/8 p.m.

SI., th.414 I
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m

Cosmotology & Manicuring Classes Enrolling
April
June
SC

306 N. 4th St.

Report cards issued today at Murray High School.

Murray

753-4723

MITCHELL'S CARPET

The power
to overcome.

a

FLOOR COVERING

Tar

• Carpet • Vinyl • Wallpaper • Blinds
Hwy. 94 West

753-2392

• -..„.....

Offered by
Introducing
the new "Crusader
Reclina-Rockerm recliner
from La-Z-Boy. Featuring
all the comfort and style you
expect in a La-Z-Boy• recliner
at a surprisingly low price. But
hurry, with these special savings
they won't last long'

h1.0sh

able uo Andrev..

Sheila Cohoon Sr Ann Williams
Erperiereceel Is Helpihi You Choose:
•Wallcovermg (one morn or all rooms)
•Paint
•Window Treatments

3.95
3.95
2.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
2.95

ie,taurtittarn
n

----Would you like to be a licensed
\„...cosmotologist by Spring 1992?

Drawings by Paula Allen-Snead/
degree candidate/displayed
today through March 31/Eagle
Gallery/Doyle Fine Arts Center/
MSU.

THE NEW LOOK
IN DECORATING

(After 4 pa.)

Mon. - Salisbury Steak
Tue.
- Center Cut Pork Chops
Ca
Wed. - 11 oz. Co. Fried Steak
Thurs.- Baked Va. Ham
12th &
Fri. - Country Ham
Sycamore Sat. - Fried
Chicken
OPEN
Sun. - Chicken Livers
a.m.- 10 p.m
Serwd with Salad, Choice of Potato and
Daily
ow Homemade Rolls

EZELL
BEAUTY SCHOOL

BFA

OM.

Lag A)'

64,

Dr. Harvey Elder, right, professor of mathematics at Murray State
University, gave a comprehensive review of "History of Camp Beauregard" at the February meeting of J.N. Williams Chapter of United
Daughters of the Confederacy held at home of Mrs. William Barker.
He was introduced by Mrs. Ed Davis, left, chapter president. Camp
Beauregard, located -one mile northeast of Water Valley, Graves
County, was named for Gen. P.T.G. Beauregard who was in command
of the Western Division of the Confederate Forces in the Civil War.
Present were 10 members and two guests. The chapter will meet Wednesday, March 20, at 1:30 p.m. at Majestic Royale, Holiday Inn.

FBLA Regional Conference/8
a.m.-6 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium
and Business Building/MSU.
Awards/3:30 p.m./Lovett
Auditonunt.

•

-DINNER SPECIALS-

.

a

Ladies events/Oaks Country- Club/
bridge/9:30 a.m.; luncheon/12
noon.

pin-4.Tc and handling to

Mai.c

p.

Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homeplace-1850/LBL.

Fos-v.v.

TOd.1) and
plu•

•• r

(Cont'd from page 6)
Wednesday, March 20
p.m.; Business meeting, Klaymata
Fellowship and Children's Choirs/
6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/7:45
p.m.

440144)04.7,MI,

Oi•.41

1

ha.ed

CALENDAR

, Memorial Baptist Church events
include Supper/6 p.m.; prayer
DEAR DR. GOTT I need hip re- meeting/
7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8
placement but have heard many adverse effects can follow the surgery' p.m.
Please advise.
DEAR READER . There are two
primary complications of hip replacement dislocation and prosthetic
failure.
Since artificial hips are not as welldesigned as the real thing, they sometimes don't hold up as well as natural
hips. In particular. the ball portion of
the ball-and-socket prosthesis may
slip out of place, causing hip dislocation and pain. This can be corrected
without surgery. however, by traction
under anesthesia
In some patients, the metal hip
joint may come loose, the cement that
holds the prosthesis in place may
weaken or the portion of the artificial
joint that is attached to the leg bone
can become dislodged. This requires
surgery to re-anchor (or replace) the
prosthesis.
The other adverse effects, such as
an allergy to the acrylic cement, are
rare.
When patients reach the stage of
needing hip replacement. they are
usually very uncomfortable. They are
in constant pain, can't walk and experience disabling stiffness. An artificial joint can solve these problems.
Therefore, before deciding on surgery, patients must weigh the
benefit ratio. Are the risks of hip replacement less than the benefits (loss
of pain, increased independence)?
This decision is best made between
the potential recipient and the doctor,
who knows the details of the case and
is familiar with the proposed surgery
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report -An Informed Approach To
Surgery." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $1.25 with
their names and addresses to PO. Box
91369, Cleveland. OH 44101-3369. Be
sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've been told by
two medical doctors, a neurologist
and a chiropractor, that I have no
nerve reflexes. Both were vague in
their explanations. Is this something
to be concerned about?
DEAR READER: When tendons
twhere muscles attach to bones) are
briskly struck, the muscles contract
in a reflex movement. This is the basis for the medical examination
known as testing the deep tendon reflexes. Most patients are aware of this
test when the doctor taps their knees
below the kneecap and the lower legs
suddenly jump.
The deep tendon reflexes are part
of a complicated nerve pathway involving the spinal cord and brain.
When one leg or one side of the body
responds differently to this stimulation, nerve damage is usually present
Such damage can result from injuries
or strokes.
There is, however, wide variation
in the degree of response. Some people have extremely active reflexes,
while others may show diminished responses. The key issue is whether the
reactions are symmetrical (equal on
both sides,, it's the symmetrical variation. rather than the degree of response on both sides, that is
important.
If you are a healthy person, without
any other evidence of nerve malfunction, diminished SYMMETRICAL reflexes are nothing to worry about
Some normal people appear to have
little or no reflexes, this is due merely
to human variation.
I suggest you return to the neurologist and request an explanation of this
finding. The specialist should be able
to enlighten you and reassure you that
nothing is wrong

PAGE 7

Elder s eaker for UDC

M.D.

TOI)ArS CHILDREN like to hake a goixt time but recognize that
success is grounded in hard v(ork. Count on them to hit the schoolbooks
betore going out to play. They take their hobbies seriously and could turn a
tak ()rite one into their life's work. These Pisces tend to judge themselves by
their peers' standards. Wise parents can help them dek,elop stronger selfesteem by letting them assume more responsibilities. Their love for detail
ma sonietimes bore their lo‘ed ones. Thev tend to make a short stor!, long!
"lit

Box 175, Almo, Christopher Neal Duncan, P0 Box 51, Kirksey,
Gregory Gooch, At. 1, Box 56N,
Coast Guard Road, Buchanan. Tenn
Mrs Patricia Ann Puckett, P 0 Box
65, Dexter, Mrs Karen Milby, 300 Elm
St , Murray,
Mrs Mary Gregory, 501 Chestnut
St , Murray. Noble Hurt, Rt 1, Box
274, Murray; Mrs Inez Harrison, 1317
Vine St , Murray,
Mrs Blanche Beach, 1631 Olivei St.,
Murray, Mrs Janey Wilson and baby
girl, At 4, Box 261, Mayfield,
John Covington, 510 Broad St ,
Murray; Mrs. Mary Ellen Vandiver, and
baby girl. RI 6, Box 347, Benton
Expiration
Mrs Addle Best, West View Nursing
Home, Murray

TUESDAY, MARCH 19, 1991

Thurman's

•ACCeSSOrleS (selecting and arrangement)

Furniture

•

laitiecting

new or rearranging

your own)

•Roorcoverin g
'Bed Dressings
•Landscaping Ione area or complete an
.Help You Prepare Your House To Sell
For Appointment
15021 7U-7027 at 722-1400 Aftee II pin.
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SPORTS
Tyson-Ruddock bout suddenly halted in seventh
LAS VEGAS (AP) — On a night Mike Tyson noped to controversy when he stopped the Nieldrick
Taylor-Julio Cesar
answer questions, referee Richard Steele raised some instead. , Chavez junior welterweight title fight.
"The guy was hurt and
Tyson. showing flashes of the devastating power he once my job is to stop him .from getting seriously
hurt."
), used to rule the heavyweight division, knocked Donovan
RtiddOck-siMply stared at Steele while his handlers charged
-Razor" Ruddock down twice Nionday night but was still the ring and touched off a melee
that took several minutes to
• very much in a fight when Steele stepped in and abruptly bring under control.
stopped the bout after a Tyson flurry in the sev-enth round. -7-7"1W4sh-Rithard Steele would have given
me the benefit of
With an incredulous Ruddock looking on. the referee waved the doubt," Ruddock said. -I
wanted to go on. I could have
bout to what many thought was a premature close at 2:22 definitely continued."
of the round, touching off a wild brawl between handlers of
Tyson, in his third fight back since losing
the two fighters and sending promoters dreaming of an even- title in February 1990 to James "Buster" his heavyweight
Douglas, solidified
richer rematch between the two top heavyweight contenders, his claim as the No. 1 contender
to Evander Holyfield's title.
"It was one hell of a fight, a tough fight," Tyson said. "1
But he paid a price, sometimes bearing no resemblance to
war,::L1 to get him down, I wanted to dominate him. I didn't the invincible Tyson of old.
want there to be any doubts."
The once-beaten Ruddock landed some huge left hooks to
But there were, primarly from the camp of Ruddock. the Tyson's head in the early'
rounds, forcing the former champ2 contender who hit Tyson with some thundering left ion to slow his head-hunti
ng attack and concentrate more on
hooks and was still in the fight despite being knocked down in R-uddock's body.
second and 'third rounds by, .Tyson . left hooks.
Often -Tyson's punches flew' wildly past Ruddock's head
Ruid.)ek had come back to win the sixth round when a and. were met by. a
return shot from the .9-2 underdog.
Ty'07-1 teft hook staggered filth NO Minutes into the soenth
"I made a lot of mistakes tonight." Tyson said. "But I'm
..rd he was sent backwards into the rope under a Tyson bar- just trying to improve
as a fighter."
-•a; of a na.i-dozcn more punches.
On at least three occasions. Tyson's mistakes were
"The re \I parch was going to hurt him badly,- said answered with left
hooks that would have probably dropped
Steeie. who a year and a day ago was embroiled in a 4rnilar -almoSt any other
fighter.

•

Tyson, though, barely broke stride as he continued to
pursue Ruddock.
"He punches so hard, but my chin is like concrete," Tyson
said. "When I was in the ring I refused to let him hurt me."
Tyson, who had fought less than two full rounds in his two
fights since the Douglas loss, knocked Ruddock down with a
left hook in the second round that may have been more the
result of Ruddock tripping over Tyson's feet.
In the third round. however, Ruddock missed with two
rights and Tyson responded with a left hook that knocked
Ruddock off his feet. Ruddock was up at the count of seven
as the bell sounded to end the round and raised his arms to the
crowd as he went back to his corner.
"It was a fight: I can take nothing away from him," said
Ruddock, who entered the fight at 25-1-1 with 18 knockouts.
"But I was seeing the majority of Mike Tyson's punches. I
knew what was coming."
Ruddock, 228, who held an 11-inch reach advantage, never
bothered with the strategy used by Douglas against Tyson,
which was to keep the smaller fighter away with left jabs and
then finish him with combinations.
Ruddock rarely threw a jab, seemingly intent instead on
establishing his vaunted left hook as the fight's most effective
weapon.

(Cont'd on page 9)

Royals release injured Jackson
HAINES CITY, Fla. (AP) - Bo Jackson's grand
experiment as a two-sport athlete ended — at least for
now — when baseball's Kansas City Royals released
him because of a football injury suffered with the Los
: Angeles Raiders.
Kansas City will pay Jackson one-sixth of the
S2.375 million salary — 5395.833 -- that he negotiated for this year. Kansas City general manager Herk
Robinson said.
Jackson and the Royals had reached agreement in
February — one day before they were to go to
arbitration.
And Royals management did not, know the full
extent of .lackson's_ injury when the settlemcnt. was.
reached. said Dr. Steve Joyce. the Royals team
physician,
"I did examine Bo prior to the arbitration hearing,
and I did inform the Royals trainer." Joyce said. "But
Bo did ask me not to speak to Ro‘als rnanagement.7
Nov. the Royals are convinced that Jackson can not
play baseball this year and TT:a), never play again,
alL'iough doctors offered different opinions of his ability to come back. Robinson
- What I told the Roy.: •-•
did not look
good for the 1991 season.'
"Nlv concern
was that if he attempted to
:oo
further damage could
Jackson h.s
.
eadirti: to ,art...age•
degenerative disease
.17
Joyce-- said.
"We, were guided very .

Bo Jackson tips his hat after bring introduced in-his first game...as a
Kansas t'ity Royal. Jackson's career as a Royal ended Monday when
he was released.

feels very strongly that it is not in Bo's best interest to
play baseball, at least in 1991," Robinson said.
Jackson, the 1985 Heisman Trophy winner who
played four years for Kansas City, was being given his
unconditional release following an examination Monday by Dr. James Andrew's in Birmingham, Ala.
':Don't count me out.' Jackson said in Birmingham. "I'll be back playing baseball this year."
Kansas City will ask waivers on Jackson this morning and any team can claim him for the $I waiver
price during a period ending at 2 p.m. EDT Friday,
Robinson said.
The Royals gave Jackson the news in Birmingham
in a telephone call to his agent, Richard Woods,
according to Robinson.
"This action is taken with deep regret," Robinson
said. "The entire Royals' organization is deeply
appreciative to Bo for his contributions to the club."
The Royals asked Jackson to go on crutches the
next day to reduce pressure on his hip.
Jackson remains on crutches and had spent spring
training doing rehabilitative exercises in a pool and
-riding. a- stationary hike. •
•
Robinson said the Royals considered other altema-.
tives to releasing Jackson. but said "we felt this was
the cleanest manner in' which to handle this and was
probably the most equitable to all involved."
The size of Jackson's contract played a role in the
decision, Robinson said.
"We've got nearly $2.5 million involved in a situatiOn like this." Robinson said in a news conference at
(Cont'd on page 9)
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"Ses 6-foot-1 and brings the
. C6Ftn e a guard and hits the
r,int shot and carLats_o___post_up
in on the block," said
Shedon Clark coach fObir,
Harmon.
,
'She's been an exceptiona:
kid." she added about the fouryear starter. "She does what we
aSk.-ribr o do and V‘harn
us• to win. She's a fine examp1e on
and off the
Reed. r
al Kentucky
next sea- 7. ..ad Laurel County to a
29-5 record and 12th Region title.
The 5-7 guard averaged 20 points
and nine rebounds.
"Stacey is a complete player."
said Laurel County coach Walter
Hulett. "She's a good shooter with
good outside range. and she's
quick and strong. I'm not sure if
Stacey.'s not the best player .we've
C:7 had here.''
During the season. Reed ha-d 14

triple doubles !double
points, rebounds and a,four quadruple doan,cs .
rebounds, assists and stea,s
• Cadwell. a Murray State SLLT.i.:C.
averaged 22.7 points, and 6.3
..rehounds in leading Marshall
County to a 2 -5-record and First
Rea -7
St-le's a good scorer who has
_
a good outside shot and
lak.-'s it to the basket well." Mar•
County,. coach. Llowar(t
• of
• But
:cadership is the biggest t'-•--g
Sna s bei.in. a fiery LOr.sls!.i:7: .1‘
fOr
a four-year
averagcd 21 points last seas
Bryant. a 5-10 forward.
defending state champ.or.
Clay to a 33-2 record and • •
Region crown: She aera..,:ed
points and '11 rebounds.
"Shirley has good uork
said Henry Clay coach Bob Jr.'pure. "She works hard irl the classroom and it carries rlght onto the
basketball
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BEAR'S CAR AUDIO

810 Sycamore

753-2970

"Car Audio Specialists"
Sales — Service — Installation — System Analysis

Featuring
'Custom Enclosures
'Factory Radio Repair
•Center Channels
•Custom Door Panels
•Car Alarms
'Electronic Repair
And More!!
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Barry James, Owner
Formerly of World of Sound
* 18 Years Experience *
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The perils of Vincent Edward
Jackson have a certain Greek
twist to them. His splendor on
both the baseball diamond and
football field has left many' to
marvel at his considerable skills.
His promotional value has made
him a household name in this
country and throughout the
world.
And then there is the "content of his character." What
makes Bo Jackson special isn't
his power at the plate or speed
in the backfield. It isn't his
presence in the dugout or on
the sideline, but instead it is
his presence as a person.
Bo Jackson has never basked
in his own glory. No "Neon
Deion" in Bo. No cockiness
like Muhammad Ali, the last
athlete to mirror Jackson's
immense popularity. None of the
moodiness of a Ted Williams.
the having-a-good-time mentality'
of Mickey' Mantle, the chip on
the shoulder of Hank Aaron,- or
the boyish excitement of Willie
Mays.

Dykstra, Phillies deny
report of year probation
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Great athletes are spoiled
from the moment of birth, but
Bo Jackson remains, despite his
awesome physical abilites, somehow undamaged. He is still
clean. He doesn't have scrapes
with the police, or argue with
his teammates, or threaten to
walk out of camp because he
wants his salary renegotiated.
He has never tried to show up
his coach, or bad-mouth an
owner. He has never criticized a
player in the media, or
demanded a trade.
If BO has a modern equal. it
is his Nike co-seller • Michael
Jordan. Both have a very' positive public image. in an age
where many sports stars suffer..
from the perils of their success
(Does Jose Canscco ring a
bell?). Both are blessed .with
incredible athletic talents. Both
come from poor backgrounds
and have risen to become role
models for millions across the
Bry ant. a three-year starter. ho Stephanie Minor of West Hopkins, globe:
In his time of turmoil. Bo
_
,s.th Indiana.
Samantha Williams of Louisville
Jackson has gone home to Alaa
guard. average-d Manual, Christy Henry' of Graves
bama, just as would be susrebounds. 4 assists County, Claire Puller of
Feds
pected. He faces an injury that
in helping Pleasure Creek and Lisa Hayden of
Henderhas threatened both his football
Park post.. a 20-6 record.
son County.
and baseball careers. and wants
a tremendous shooter,"
to fight that battle on his own
said Plea'.-a Ridge Park coach
The third team selections were
Charles
"She's ,a great Andrea Vinyard of Carlisle County, field.
He stayed in school at
h. -handler a: .a great passel..., She Shelly Nichols of Lexington Henry
Auburn, when it was very easy
lcd us in ever? statistic. She's the Clay, Vonda Jackson of Clay
to leave. He shunned the Tampa
best player Ixe. ever coached."
County, Veronica Cook of
Bay Buccaneers . to play, baseball
fjer.lorl..awho.. become...a. starter Franklin-Simpson, Christi Osborne
for the Kansas CityRoyals, and
rnidWay through her freshman year, of Conner, Lori Collins of Louisthen surprised the Royals and
'A I:: play at North Carolina .State
ville Eastern, Brandi Ashby of
everyone else by picking up —
-.ex; season.
Webster County and Maisha Thofootball as a "hobby." He has
\amed to the second team were mas of Clark County.
always done what Bo Jackson
wanted to do, regardless of
what the critics said. His trying
now' to overcome all the experts
who say his career is over.
Athletic excellence comes
natural to Bo Jackson, but sufCLEARWATER, Fla. (AP) — Lenny Dykstra and his Philadelphia
fering through this injury will
Phillies' bosses' said they knew nothing of a published report that baseball
be much tougher than dodging a
would place him on probation for his involvement in illegal gambling.
linebacker or hitting a breaking
The Philadelphia Daily News reported Monday that baseball commisball.
sioner Fay Vincent told Dykstra of the punishment in a meeting Saturday
• He says he will back, and all
at the Phillies' spring training camp. The story said Dykstra would be
true sports fans hope he his.
placed on probation for one year.
Exciting is a pale word to
• Dykstra has admitted losing at least S78,000 in illegal high stakes poker
describe Bo Jackson. but most
games.
words are. His rare combination
The newspaper said if Dykstra refrains from gambling during the year
of speed (he was also a track
the case will be closed without any fine or suspension. Dykstra testified
star at Auburn) and power (his
last week about his gambling losses at a trial in Mississippi of a man
home runs are of the tapecharged with operating illegal poker games.
measure variety) make him
At the Phillies' training camp. Dykstra at first declined comment when
memorable every time he steps
asked if had been given probation.
in the batter's box or veers to
Then, he asked, "Where did you read this at."
the outside.
Informed of the newspaper source. he replied, "Oh. That's (the
Jackson is a throwback to a
reported ruling) pretty good though, isn't it?"
golden era. Instead of the whinPhillies president Bill Giles said, "I haven't heard anything. I wouldn't
ing, greedy. malcontent modern
be surprised if that's the case. But I wouldn't know. I know he (the comathlete, Bo Jackson is more of
missioner) wants to get it over with."
a 1920's character A Dempsey,
"I don't know anything about it," manager Nick Leyva said. "I didn't
a Ruth, a Grange whose
read it. What's it about, baseball?"
exploits defy words and can
Phillies' general manager Lee Thomas, asked if he understood that
only be appreciated in person.
Dykstra had been given the probation. replied, "I don't have an underA role model for young people.
standing of anything. I don't know anything."
someone who has combined
In New York, a secretary in the commissioner's office said Vincent was
talent with hard work and
en route from Florida to spring baseball camps in Arizona.
remained basically the same perThe secretary said Rich Levin, the co sssioner's public relations
son. Humble fits Bo Jackson, as
aide, said, "There has not been a decision at thIcDint. And when there
does graceful and unbecoming.
is. the commissioner's office will release it."
The athletic world needs more
Vincent indicated that Dykstra's punishment w uld be light during an
like him. It would be such a
informal news conference Saturday when he visited the Phillies' camp.
shame to lose him at such an
He said then that a person's attitude helped determine baseball's action
early age.
in such cases.
No mortal man could stop Bo
"Some people are resistant. They deny, argue that they didn't do it,"
Jackson. Here is hoping that the
he said.
Gods don't decide to make him
'Other people tell you right away, 'I did something wrong, stupid. I'm
another Achillies or Samson, an
sorry. I won't do it again.' Well, no system of justice is going to treat
immortal man who must settle
people the same. Each person takes a different handling."
for mortality.
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Two Lady Lakers, O'Rourke snare all-state honors
tour
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Actions& Reactions Sooners rally late to

• •.tre
477
- v,
•

down Cincinnati in OT

••.

Good service.
g-ood coverage.
good price -

By The Associated Press

Running — local

Basketball

Former Murray State standout Lance Winders
competed this weekened in the Rodes City Run
in Louisville Winders finished second nut of
over 3300 competitors with a time of 31 16 in
the 10 kilometer run Winders runs for Loris
Sports World

PHILADELPHIA Chamberlain's jersey
No 13 was retired before the Philadelphia
leers game with the Orlando Magic. It hangs
alongside those of Billy Cunningham, Hal
Greer, Bobby Jones and Julius Erving Chamberlain, 54, played for the 76ers from 1965 to
1968. In 1967, he led the Sixers past his former
team, the San Francisco Warriors, in the final
Chamberlain played in the NBA from 1959
through 1973 with the Philadelphia and San
Francisco Warriors, the 76ers and the Los
Angeles takers
NEW YORK - Kenny Smith of the Houston
Rockets, who averaged 25 points and 7 3
assists in four victories, was named NBA player
of the week. Smith, who shot .567 on 34-for-60
from the tied and .931 on 27-for-29 from the
tree throw line, has led the Rockets to eight
straight victories and 10 in the Last 11 games
KANSAS CITY, Mo - Mike McCoy and Eric
Manuel scored 16 points apiece as Oklahoma
City defeated Central Aryansas 77-74 in the
championship game of the NAIA tournament
Mark Chambers and Tony Terrell added 14
oo.nts each for Oklahoma Cny (34-3). Joe Sitkowski led Central Arkansas (29-5) with 19
points

Basketball — local
The Murray State campus recreation office is
sponsoring an intramural all-star game to
bene
fit Needine o! Murray The action
tips off
tonight with a women's game at 6
p m followed by the men's contest at 8 p in
Admission
is S1 or a canned good, with all proceeds going
to Needle
te

Pro basketball
The Sacramento Kings are so hapiess or tne
road that even their coach can't Dear to watch
Dick Motta spent the second hal paying war
his grandchildren after being ejected by referee
Joe Crawford with 2 47 refraining in the frst
halt With no TV in the locker room, he d dr I
have 10 watch as the Kings tied the NBA s ng e
season record for consecutive road losses w tr.
a '01-86 defeat at Dallas By the time Motta
was bounced, the Kings were already On !he •
way to tying the mark If I paid to see tne
garnet. I'd want a refund or. !nat. t
charter.
Mona sad of the Kings' 5 for 27 first-quarter
shooting The 1974-75 New Orleans Jazz and
the '989-90 New Jersey Nets also lost 28
straight away from home in one season The
Kings can claim it for themselves 10night with a.
loss in San Antonio It's a reCOrd we s-,e don I
want:* forward Antoine Carr said
I can*
explain it We've been playing real we at
home, but when we get out on the road some
thing seems to happen to us"
•In other NBA games. it was Phowle Pri a 99
Orlando 91, Crycago 12', Denver 108 a-c
Phoenix 111, Ind at:a •S3

Hockey

CHICAGO - The NHL Board of Governors set
June 17 as the date for the draft involving both
the expansion San Jose Sharks and Minnesota
North Stars Under the tertns of the draft, the
Sharks and North Stars will alternately select
one player from each of the other 20 NHL
'learns in the one round draft San Jose, Which
enters the league next season, picks first.
NEW YOfIK - Dale Hawerchuk of the Buffalo
Sabres, who scored live goals and had five
ssists in four games, was named NHL player of
the week. Included in Hawerchuk's big week
was a three-goal game against Winnipeg - his
former team - and the 600th assist of his
career in a game against Montreal Against
Hartford, he-had a five-point game with a goal
arid low assists..

HAMPTON, dr — Ken Sc/trader-stretched his
for 65 laps and held off Bill Elliott to cap
tute tne ran-delayed Motorcratt 500 Schrader
edged Eikott by 3 02 seconds in earning hrs
hist Winston Cup victory since winning an Char
lone. N C in October 1989 He averaged
140 470 mph on the 1 5-mle Atlanta Moro,
Speedway oval Dais Earnhardt finished third
He had turned in the,fastest qualifying speed
175 351 mph, but had to work up through the
field from the No. 21 starting spot because tie
didn't qualify Friday because of engine problems Morgan Shepherd was fourth and Mchae
Waltrip was fifth. Schrader, whose last pit slob
came earlier than other leaders. put his Cheri
!diet into the lead on lap 285 when Sienrrg
Marlin pitted for two tires

Baseball

Tennis

CINCINNATI - Marge Schott, managing partner of Me Cincinnati Reds, remained in
guarded condition at Jewish Hospital. Schott,
62. complained of exhaustion and flu-type
symptoms when she checked herself into the
hospital Friday ater becoming ill a hosprtai
spokesman said

KEY BISCAYNE, Fla - One day after winning
for the first time in 17 months, 38-year-old Jimmy Connors was eliminated in the second
round of the International Players Championships. Cristano Caren' of Italy, ranked No. 37,
beat the eight-time Grand Slam champ 6-4. 6-3

Royals release ...
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(cont'd from page 8)
the Royals' training complex in
central Florida. "Finances do enter
into a situation like this."
Suspense had been building in
camp as Jackson was examined
first on Friday by Joyce and on
Monday by Andrews. Jackson had
agreed to speak to reporters only
once this spring and was openly
abusive to television cameramen
and photographers _ who met him
during his comings and goings the
past few days from the Orlando
airport.
Robinson said Kansas City Was
"not crazy" that Jackson had played football. But he added his opin-•
ion that Jackson could have been
"the greatest player to wear a uniform" — baseball uniform, that is
— if he had honed his skills in
winter and instructional leagues
rather than playing for the Raiders.
"It's tragic that this happened."
Robinson said. "Bo played a vital
and exciting role in the development of sports in this country."
As in football, Jackson was capable of mind -boggling performances on the baseball field, but
his inconsistency in both the outfield and at the plate sometimes
seemed to hurt the Royals more
than help them.
Fans at Baseball City still talk
about the mammoth home run
Jackson hit in 1987 that was still
climbing as it sailed over the tall
scoreboard in left-center.
Jackson won a starting outfield
job with Kansas City that year —
less than a year after he was a
fourth-round draft choice in June
1986.
Jackson seemed to thrive in high
visibility situations. In 1988. he
homercd in his first All-Star game
after getting the most fan votes in
the American League. Last year, he
hit three home runs in a game
against the New York Yankees and
drove in seven runs, but was
stopped from batting a fourth time
when he hurt his shoulder diving

for a liy.
In 1988, he became the first
Royals player to hit 25 home'runs
and steal 25 bases. In 1989, he did
it again.
In a 1989 game at Seattle. Jackson threw a 300-foot strike on the
fly from the warning track to catcher Bob Boone to cut down Harold
Reynolds as -he tried to score on a
double.
But Jackson had 638 strikeouts
in 1,837 at bats. He was a disappointment as a center fielder and
was moved to left where the knock
on him was that he routinely failed
to hit the cutoff man with his
strong throws.
Jackson was coming off his best
season — he hit .272 with 28 home
runs and 78 runs batted in. But he
played in only 111 games after
going on the 21-day disabled list in
July after hurting his shoulder in
the New York game.
Jackson was also on the disabled
list in 1989 and 1988.

"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at

Whitnell

753-4175

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

CUSTOM BUILT'GARAGES

Oompietey erected. including concrete floors Not pre fah Carpenter built Ail quality materials
We offer you FREE estimates references and Matron of garages in your area,
and wnttef
wartar.ty

20 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILbING

Wtth hardboard siding
1'7 car (12x20)
2 Car 118120)
Large 2 Car l22x22,
2 2 Car (24124)
Large 2 1 Car (24430;

Deluxe Models

$2,475
$3,175
$3,475
$3,675
$4,175

1-7 Car (12x20)
2 Car (18x20)
Large 2 Car (22122)
2' 2 Car (24x24)
Large 2 I Car (24130)
Plus off level lot 17 freight

roust SATISFACTION

Vinyl siding
$2,875
$3,575
$3,975
$4,075
$4,675

OUR GOAL

BEITER BUILT GARAGE CO.
Meter, Ky. • (502) 674-5530

KARATE
fo., Now accepting people interested in learning karate for self-defense. Beginning class starts March 20, 1991. Separate
classes for adults and children.
I Week Free

No Obligation

If Interested Contact

Darnell's Academy of Martial Arts
113 South 4th
4:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.

Murray, KY 42071
753-3204

Instant Installation of
HBO & Cinemax
This Monday - Friday!
Save $10 On Installation
Call Murray Cablevision, 753-5005 between
9 a.m. and 3 p.m. and we'll hook you up
in 4 hours or give you your first
month of HBO or Cinemax

Come By & See The Q-Rabbit
This Friday 1-4 p.m.
Free Popcorn,
Prizes and Fun!

NISSAN

Upcoming Highlights

Total Savings Up To

ITERDB
‘4e$101

970 Chestnut St.
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CABLE
VIS111IN
Preertred homes & apta wily
Other reetnchona may apply

800 Chestnut - Murray, Ky.
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Total Savings Up To fiaLlf

Carroll Mazda-Nissan
753-8850

r.nLeT
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Joe vs. The Volcano
Blind Fury
Bad Influence
Hunt For Red October

Save Up To '820
On LX Value Pkg
Plus '1,500 Factory
Cash Back

12,504
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Bel-Air Center 753-5005
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State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington Illinois

041%4$‘444.441e Ettolz You

626-MX6 Sales Setting Records
Continue Through March 31st

Save Up To '1,004
On LX Value Pkg
Plus '1,500 Factory
Cash Back

7

Larry Krouse Insurance
759-9888

(coned from page 8)
promoter Don King was talking of
Fight statistics compiled by a rich ‘rematch instead with RudCompubox Inc. showed Ruddock dock to settle the controversy once
connected with only six jabs and and for all..
68 total punches to 125 for Tyson.
King had tried to get the World
"After the third round, I said, Boxing Council to strip Holyfield
'He's not that bad,"' Tyson said. and sanction the fight as a heavy"He's tough and he could punch, weight title fight.
but he's never been in with a fight"That's what makes rematches
er like me."
so good," said King. "If they want
Tyson, who ran his record to
a rematch, they've got it."
40-1, again showed some of the
To Tyson, it matters little who
frightening power he has used to
he fights next.
knock out 36 of his opponents. He
"In due time, in due time." he
also displayed again the pear anisaid of a megafight with Holyfield.
mal savagery he uses to 'approach
"I feel sorry for those guys who
every fight.
want to Lake on a guy like me."
"I would have loved for the
The fight topped a card that saw
fight to last longer so I could really
Julio Cesar Chavez retain his junior
hurt him and put him out cold,"
welterweight titles with a fourth-Tyson said.
round knockout of No. 5 challenger
For the 24-year-old Tyson, who
John Duplessis and Simon Brown
weighed 217, the fight between the
added the WBC welterweight title
two top contenders was more than
to his International Boxing Federajust a chance to add another S6
tion title with a 10th-round knockmillion to his already bloated bank
out of his friend Maurice Blocker.
account.
Chavez, who ran his record to
By most calculations, Ruddock
74-0. had an easy time against
was the most dangerous fighter he
Duplessis, 139, in running his
could face and the biggest test of
record in title fights to 19-0.
his ability to recover mentally from
Chavez, 139, knocked the chalhis upset loss to Douglas.
lenger down in the second round,
Tyson may not have answered
then knocked him through the
all the questions on a blustery night
ropes with two right hands before
before a crowd of 12,492 at the
referee Carlos Padilla stopped the
outdoor arena, but he proclaimed
fight at 2:42 of the fourth round.
afterwards that he, not Holyfield, is
Brown wa's in tears after stopthe legitimate champion.
ping Blocker, his close friend and
"He's (Holyficld) not the real
former sparring partner, in the 10th
champion until he fights me,"
round.
Tyson said.
Brown, who was trailing on all
Tyson, as the No. I contender, is
three scorecards, unleashed a right
in line to fight the winner of Holyleft combination to put Blocker
field's April 19 title defense
down, then a flurry that prompted
against George Foreman, But
referee Mills Lane to stop the fight

753-7283

-

105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

Tyson-Ruddock bout ...

When you have a facility as good as ours,
you let it speak for itself.

• •

Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there

grns. Leo Bryan Stella,. Angela Howard. Clary Co Kim
huffehror. Everts Stearnanre Hurrphnes, Trigg Co. Trao
Whoseburg, Eno* Jackson. Lou Manual, 1411P1
Jackaon. Cumberland, Crintnna Janilan. Lou Moro,.
Andnenne Johnson Lou BO., Angie Johnson, Boyie
Ida Bowen Sheloon
Fi'el
CiaTrteiamS1 F 220 Stec*, Reed Co ,
Brandi Jones.
Laurel Co . Sr F 20 0 Rochelle
Western Valk Shannon
Cadwell, Marshall Co.. Jones. VINtley CoFrankfort
S;.F.22 7 Shiley Bryant.
. Shretta Jopin, Belfry Ape! KenLes
Henry
Clay.
SlF22Q.
Lisa Gorton Lou PRP Sr 0.275
dnck. Ballard kharnonar. Robbie Kinney. Fulton Co
Sonya Kirby, Davies Co. Lon Muck, Cumberland,
Second Teem
Laurel Lints Haman Co . Yhon Manning, HciPunsville,
Stephanie keno, Werst Hopkins. Sr C 180,
Bethany
Martin. Oldham Co Heather McClellan
Samamha
Williams Lou Manual. Sr G 130
Chnsty
Co . Day na McGrath. Lou Hot/ Cross.
Graves Co Jr F 21 8 Clare Fuer. Fedi Henry lAcLean
Krishna
lawman. Lou Holy Cross. Amy Moreland,
Creek
Sr 033 3 Lisa Hayden Henderson Co
Sr .0.188
Pendleton Co . Jaw Moms. Cumberland, Kell., Morris.
Third Teem
Cumberland, Dense Morrow, Pulses(' Co. Tort Notein
Andrea Vinyard Carts* Co Jr .C.25 0. Siege Nichols ger. Chnuar, Co ANNE PAUL, CALLOWAY CO., JesLes Henry Clay Jr ,G 17 0. Vorida Jackson. Clay Co . sica Nemesia+. Trimble Co. Allyson Preece, Phelps,
Fr ,F 146. Veronica Cook. F fankln-Simpson. Sr F 225 Beth Pnnce. Rowan Co. Jenny Randal, Montgomery
f,traNir Ashby Wooster Co So C,230. Chnsit Osbor- Co Andrea Rrce Graves Co. Holly Riney Cereal
nart Corner Sr .F 264,pI.Lvor
em
i Collins Lou Eastern. Hardin
"Sr F 24 2. Moshe Thorne; Clark Co .
Chelan. FlObeilidn, Harlan Stephanie Rose, VAlkams
G 14 6
Coach of the Veer. Donne Gray, Clay Co.
Ourg Stacey Roby. Owensboro Catholic Chnely Same'.
Honorable Mention
inn Co : VALERtE SHELTON, Gloomy Co., Leigh
Ann Shwrod Muhlenberg North Phtlana
Union
.lo Baker. Peeving) Sheby Valley_ rimr Baugnn, Co. Sondra Stewart Corbin. Amy &when. Hancock
0•I•lrib0
Co. Lon Tarr. Holtman Co , Laura Taylor, Pineville
,
0 A0040 J,11,
0 Bather Elkhorn City. Aloe
Bleuel. Lou Southern Jackie Russell' HoplonsvIlle. Cemetea Tutt, Owensboro. Marconi Vaught Cater CO
Cathy Brawner, Central Hardrn, Susan Brock. Pulaski
Stephanie Wallace. Red/and, Virginia W•sbar, Mon Co . Me•ssa Brown. Russet Tonya Brumley Clay Co
hue° Alrecha
Chnsnan Co , Tara Woodson, Pad
Nicolette Gargle Breckinndge Co , Page Cary Owens- Tilghman AMP/ Young. Madisonville North Hoplune
boro Apollo
Coaches
Ten Connolly Lou Asernotion Samantha Cools
horn City Stefanie Daugherty. West Hoptins. Steptiany
Gary Abbott Monticelk) John Bond Cumberland,
Davis. Clark Co Andrea Dwron. Green Co . Jennifer Curt Cunchfl Rowan Co , David Enloe, Graves Co , Lisa
Dinsmore. Coy Co , Sonia Dobbs. Monticello, Shauna Goodin Clark Co Jed
Henderson Go, Jerry
Dowdy. Ashland, Stacy Franz Ashland, Stacie Gamble Hancock. Todd Central, John High, Whrtesburg Robert
Russellville Kim Graves. Lou Ballard. Stephanie.Gray. Marrthews Russelled• Wets McClure Owensboro App.
Mayfield, Tiffany Gray Caldrrroll Co
i3 PETER 0 ROuRKE, CALLOwAT CO Bob Tripure
Tonya Gregory Muhenberg South Grace Harris Les Henry Clay. Lee* Scully. Lou Mercy Gerald
'odo CO"'d :_af•411 Hay Handisrsoe CO Tanira 4.419. Vaughn. Hicriman CO

S.Illinois 72, SW Missouri St. 69
At Springfield. Mo , Sterling Mahan scored 15 points and Rick Shipley scored
13 points and
grabbed 13 rebounds as Southern Irtrnois beat Southwest Missouri State in a meeting
between Mssoun Valley Conference nvais
Southwest Missouri (22-12) led 58-50 with 8 10 when point guard Arnold Bernard was injured
and
had to leave the game The Salukis (18-13) then went on a 22-9 run,
capped by two free throws
each from Kelvan Lawrence and Shipley in the fina 6 secords. or a 72-66
lead
Colorado 63, Wyoming 75
At Boulder, Coro . Stevie Wise scored 21 points, including three key free throws
^
-a
minute, as Colorado defeated Wyoming before a seliout crowd.
Colorado,(17-13), which lost to Wyoming at Laramie in December.ited by as many as 14
pow-TS in
tne first half and was in front 45-37 at halftime But the Cowboys 120-121, ciosed with
n 72-68 or a
3-minter by Paris Bryant with 3 10 rerra,ring
However. Randy Robinson had six poms trie'- a '35 and Wise added his three free
throws
to keep Colorado ahead.

Check Us Out

•••

ads

Keefe a 6 1001-9 junior, matched his season average with 21 first-half points
as Stanford r 17-13,
raced to a,early 21-5 lead and led 39-30 at halftime. The Cardinal started
the second halt wt h a8-0 run and the Badgers (15-15) never got closer than the final score
Arkansas St. 58, Memphis St. 57
At Memphis, Bobby Gross connected on a 3-pointer to put Arkansas State ahead
to stay, t-e- - •
the Clinching free throw with 11 seconds left
Gross' tree throw gave the Indians I23-81 a 58-54 advantage Memphis State's Elliot
Perry. vr-c
had 24 points, hit a 3-pointer with four seconds left but Memphis State 117-151
was out of tirrecu's
arid Arkansas Stale &OKI have to put the bah rIbciunds.
Gross finished with '2 points and Dewayne McCray and Philtre McKellar tied 10
each for Arkarsas State

Hockey

• 1

AP Girls' All-State

Providence 85, W. Virginia 79
At Providence, RI. West Virginia coneolled star guard Enc Murdock
but Marvin Sadder 100k up
me slack for Providence with 21 points on 9-for-1 shooting as the Friars
advanced
Murdock, who's been undergoing treatment for a sore back, managed
points for Provionly
dence (19-12) Instead, Saddler shot the MOuntaneerS Out Of the tournament 1 2
The Friars put the
game away late in the Second half when an 18-8 burst gave them
an
82-70
with 2 15 let
lead
West Virginia, led by Chris Brooks with 24 points and Charles Becton
with 20, ended its season
at 17-14
esse
Stanford AO, Wisconsin 72
Al Madison,
, Main Keefe scored 33 points and grabbed 14 rebounds as Slan'ord dOrr,,
ated Wsconsin

Auto Racing

CALGARY, Alberta - Ire Calgary F.arnes
wanted a win over trie Winnipeg Jets Mcr-rt=r,
i
night much more than they ie!
Not that -e
Jets threaten -Calgary's- supremacy as One -Of
the !op teams in the NHL Wirtr peg is tat:: ng,
Vancouver for the final playoff spot in the
Smythe Division But after a loss tome divis,or
leading Los Angeles Kings wo nights ewer
the ,flames-wanted to erase a bitter-taste wid get back on track A 4 3 overtime win over the
Jets did the tr;ck -r
on y NHL game payer!
Monday night. Every game is r"portent We .
need the two points.- said center Carey W
vrno scored at 228 of overtime in a spree' rig
effort We want to be first in our divrsron Every
Single game S .m•POrtane now and we car t are
any

That's
State Farm
insurance."

Terry Evans rescued Oklahoma late in regulation time, then Bryan Salher and Brent Pnce took command in overtime as the Sooners beat Cincinnati 89-81 Monday night in the second round of the NIT.
Oklahoma (18-14) struggled for most of the game before rallying from
an eight-point deficit in the final two minutes of regulation.
Cincinnati twice led by 12 in the second half, the final time 67-55 with
6:42 remaining after two free throws by Herbert Jones, who finished with
20 points.
The Bearcats still seemed to have things well in hand, leading 75-67
with 1:27 to play. But Evans — who had scored just two points until then
— hit a pair of 3-pointers and added three foul shots in a 9-0 run that saw
the Sooners pull to 77-76 with 41 seconds- left.
Allen Jackson, who scored 18, was fouled with 24 seconds left but
made just one of two free throws. Evans then missed a 3-pointer and
Price's follow shot bounced off the rim, but Kermit Holmes tipped the
ball in with seven seconds left.
Sallier opened the overtime with a basket and two free throws. and the
Sooners weren't threatenect after that. Price scaled things by making five
of six free throws in the final minute.
Sallicr scored 25 and Jeff Webster had 21 as the froncourt carried the
offensive load much of the night for the Sooners. Keith Starks had 16
points and 12 rebounds for Cinci-Anati.
In other second-round games, it was Providence 85, West Virginia 79:
Stanford 80, Wisconsin 72; Arkansas State 58. Memphis State 57; Southern Illinois 72, Southwest Missouri State 69 and Colorado 83, Wyoming
75.
On Tuesday. South Carolina visits Siena and Fordham hosts Massachusetts in the last pair of second-round games.
•• • •

The Calloway County Little League basketball champions (left to
right): (front row) Shea Forrestor, Bruce Conway, Adam Nance. (second row) Ryan Domescik, Jacob Falwell, Jason Bess, Aaron Noffsinger, Ray Stone. (back row) Jeremy Chapman, coach Allen McKeel,
Josh McKee!. Not pictured: coach Eddie Chapman.
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CLASSIFIEDS
210
MATHIS
TRANSMISSION
Specializing
in
front wheel drive,
overdrive, foreign
& domestic. 12
months or 12xxx
mile warranty.
624 N. 4th
Murray. Ky.
753-6374

WARD'S Leather and
Jewelry 2 miles west -of
Hazel on stateline road 893
west (Turn west at caution
The Medicare Casa
light edge of Hazel ) Solid
strophic Coverage Act
gold jewelry Diamond
has been repealed Your
rings at lowest prices Blue
need has never been
greater for a cumprehen
topaz ring with diamond.
;use Medicare Supple
regular $300, sale $149
ment plan Deductibles 18* Herringbone chain
co insurance and nonap$39 95 Gold nugget penproved - charges can
dant $25 Heart rings
cause your out of pocket
$19 95 Turquoise and
expenses to mount up
sterling silver jewelry
The Part A deductible
you, or your insurance,
Silver Anda rings $5 00
must pay has been in
All punch embroidery supcreased to $628 in 1991
plies available Leather
For more information
belts $12. name engraved
call
free Snake skin belts
McConnell
$19 95 Leather billfolds
$5 90 Leatner and snake
Insurance Agency
skin accessories, hat'
753-4199
bands, boot straps buck•oc..r 29th 'carof .er.,ce•
les cigarette eases fingerless gloves vests, fringed
jackets Kenny Rogers
western shirts Dan Post
Acme and Wrangler 1st
quality boots at low prices'
Python boots $12995,
deerskin boots $89 95
Sweatshirts
long and
short sleeve, starting at
$4 50 Childrens $3 00
Football jerseys $3 50 See
our discay cf mounted
snakes Shop with us for
enormous savings on
rues 9arn- 7pm or call to
0,S1 I Our shop
Lay-away
avaiable Exaelent graduation Os 492-8580

WANTED
TO BUY

1991 MEDICARE
LNFORMATION

Dark air-cured,
dark fire-cured
or burley base.

Please Call
492-8566
after 5 p.m.

OFFICE SPICE
FOR RENT
Close to Court
Square on 5th St.
S150.00 per month.
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
tnformation.

Your Ad
Could Be
Here

By 'GARY I ARSON

Call 753-1916

THE FAR SIDE

INSTRUCTION
LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR TRAILER
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SPORTS ARE iMPORTANT POR
US CuARLIE GROWN .ThEY HELP
J5 FOR6ET OUR TROUBLES. .

JOIN MET. IT PAYS.
%ssets under management
floss over Silt lfilliiin

•BONUS INCOME '91Earn $200 $500 weekly
mailing Easter cards and
gifts For more information
send a stamped addressed
envelope to T&J s cards
and gifts P0 Box 430780
South Miami FL 33143

Career Seminar
I hurv., %larch 21, 1991
7:0 p.m.
i‘ecutite Inn
.••.• ••
, •.

ik••

TELEPHONE COMPAN1
JOBS. Sun $7 110/hr. you
area Men and women needed
No experience necessary. For
information,
call
1-900-226-2022, eat 1482
6am-fipm 7 days-S12 95 fee
TEN part time people
needed 1st five to qualify
will receive free gift Call
Avon 753-0171
WOOD—CUTTERS with
own chain saw 753-8292
after 6pm

EASTSIDE BP pickup ap
plication before 12 noon
only No phone calls 119
Main Murray

an do

up to
•ea, tic,::Taming

ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Hot Tubs
115 S 13th St
PARKER Ford Lincoln Mer
cury has heavy duty oil
barrels for sale Good for
trash burning $6 00 each
SUNTAN booth 753 3488
TANDY TL2 1000 computer with modem printer, all
accessories 436-2025
TILLERS Front Tine Shp
Briggs and Stratton engine
chain drive $29999, rear
tine tillers 3 forward speeds
and reverse Shp $649 99
8hp $749 99 Wallen Hardware Downtown Paris
Open all day Saturdays

FIREWOOD for stove and
furnace Seasoned and
greenwood Cut to your or
der 753-9808, 474-8086
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

,t'..,ctrv

Complete

I LL Bt YOU HIUEN T THOUEWT
-ABOUT -PE66111 JEAN ONCE SINCE
WE'VE BEEN PLAYA6 BALL..

Musks'
UPRIGHT Knabe brand
curly maple piano
436-5540 after 6pm
240
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Hornet

MOBILE hi
in the cour
ished 6 mm
ray 753-5

Miscellaneous

•

1.1„ • ,
. •

SHADY C
electric or
lance to cc

220

BASEBALL card collection
EXCELLENT INCOME , I WILL keep and care for a
early 60s -80's Reason
ady or husband and wife in TOSHIBA copier
Easy workl Assemble
model able
Jr
.502-443
my home in Hazel Exper- CD-3110
759 1954
simple products at home
Low use of co7t,,C!le
p:ace nr
ienced and good refer- pies 753 7011
1-504-541-7778 Ext 2329
.r ter.:c•
COOK 1 year old storage
ences 492-8510
24 hours
TWO wooded lots for sale building 10x 12 $1169
NIctropolitan Life
753-4614
NEED housecleaner"? in Sherw
ood Forest $6000
-i0v • •
v-•
FEDERAL government is 489 2908
each 1984 Cutlass Su- LAWN chairs of unusua
l
hiring $16 500 $62 000
r
WILL babysit in East Y preme Loaded good con- wooden design Also snake
per year Amazing re
dieon
54
000
miles
bone earrings 759-4401 to
-... • ••• •.`•
corded message reveals area Have references
759-1084
759-9668
order
details (901)642 1416
HOLLAND Motor Sales WILL do house cJeaning or WATER heaters round MOWER blades Over 400
need lot assistant Minor Sit with elderly Call after electric double heating ele- sizes in stock Snapper 30'
repair skills preferred $170 7pm 753-1016
ments 5yr glass lined blade $6 99 Snapper
drive disc $4 49 Snapper
per week 753-4461 for WILL do house cleani
tanks
30 or 40gal
ng
68' belt $599 Wallin Hardinterview
References available An $14999, 50gal $15999
Wallen Hardware Down- ware Downtown Paris Tn
LPN'S Ready for a change.' work guaranteed
town
Paris Open all day CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
Try I kmeCare, We are com- 435-4169
Saturdays
Lease For Less at
is still at Ox-Yoke Antiques
mitted to the care of patients
DWAIN TAYLOR
(Hazel), Treasure House
of all ages in their home
CHEVROLET
and Book Rack (Murray)
environment. Traditional
155
1991 Beretta Ve equipped
Also mail-order service
nursing in a non-traditional
0122282 $25535 mo'
Send for free price list and
setting. Earn up to S132 per
Appliances
Call Gene at 753-2617
'Collection A'15 different
shift. Various openings avail- HOME based business
*Pius Tax, Title a, License
19cu ft REFRIGERATOR U S coins 'Collections B
able for flexible nursing pro- European skin care No de48 kb Closed End Lease
fessionals Enjoy the rewards livery No inventory $98 to frostfree side by side 21 different foreign coins
$695 each, $1295 both
of in-home care working one
start For information call 753-4167 after 12 00pm
Post paid, 2-wk satisfacon one Alth someone in your 707-876-1834
tion guaranteed Free gift
area. Call Tasha for more
with every inquiry Christoinformation 1-$00-38341103
Local sandwich & yopher s Coins 1605 West
Universal Nursing Sem ices
LOST 7rno old long- EOE
gurt business. Exc
Main. Murray. Kentucky
'.a.red female cat Colors
business opportunity.
3 PIECE bedroom furni- 42071 We buy
coins and
browr khaki, white on face. MANAGER wanted
Regture dresser with mirror, appraise
estates
„-c:er belly and paws
ional retail tire store chain
chest, full size bed 1 floral 753 4161
3,;;Jr friendly and very af- seeks a professional
couch shades of green and
and
e-mc/rite •f found please personable indivi
cranberry 1 off white Irving TANNING beds for sae
dual to
manage and Over see tire
room couch Call 753-3895 Wolff and others New and
sales •Management exused Sale service and
after 4pm
perience a must 'Tire exsupplies Financing avail44'
ROUN
D
rn.• • table able Suntanning Unlimited
perience a plus 'Must work
th
1
tain 753-9274
well with the public Health
• NSCVA)•
50
benefits vacation program
Variety of concrete pottery
759
vehicle allowance and sal- 1', ACRE near Titusville
Bird bath etc Call or see
Prlia Sell or trade for equal
ary based on experience
FACT
ORY
DIRECT FUR- Roger Hudson 753-4545.
Send resume or apply in value Murray area
NITURE Factory overruns, 75-9-1823
person No phone calls 753-0790
closeouts, first quality merplease Space Tire Inc c.o
chandise. Odd sofas, Scaly WOODEN storage build140
Rob Richey 1406 Main St
and Simmons mattresses, sec- ings Bale' starts at $1095,
Murray, Ky 42071
Want
tionals, bedroom furniture, 10x16 $142450, 12x24'
To Buy
some slightly damaged. No $2395 Other sizes availNlENTAI. HEALTH Rural
ANTIQUES by the piece or prices by phone Woodcraf- able Acree Portable BuildWest lennessee CVNIC has
ings 502-247-76-31
collections Call 753-9433 ters Murray, Ky Next to
the following openings for
Kman
after 5pm
masters and 4...s..tyra1 level
clinicians that arc Lensed or
CASH for mobile home KINGSIZE waterbed rails
license eligible in TN. Sareltires $7 $12 each We will and baffled mattress $150•
lite Office Director Clinician
OBO 753 4562
remove 527 2932
needed to assume administraPRIVATE Investigator
ONE
year 9d 4 piece bedD B A Confidential Investitive duties of a satellite office. JUNK cars and trucks Ask room
sup
Call
after 5pm, gations Souths
Ideal candidate will have clin- for Larry 753-3633
ide Shop759-9.89'2
ping Center, Suite 0102
ical arid administrative expel- OLD Winchester
rifles,
PINE bedroom suite Triple Murray 753-2641
lerICC with a graduate degree single acbon Colt
pistols
dresser bed chest 2 night
in psychology social work, or crvel war artifac
SHARP copiers Authorts Guns,
related field THERAPIST swords etc
Ask for Larry stands, excellent condition
ized dealer for sales, ser753-68
Clinicians needed to provid5 a
03
753-3633
vice, supplies, parts arid
Aside range of psychological
rental
units Local com
seri,,ces to children, adoles- SINGLE or queen size
pany Call 1-800-248-4319
waterbed 753-8965
cents and adults m a multidisciplinary setting Training
WANT a faster refund/
USED and antique furniand experience in neuropsyWhy pay more for electure.glass tools quilts OLD ORIENTAL
RUGS tronic filing/ Our prices
chological assessment pre901 642 6290
•...PEA0‘. OALLE01
Wanted any size or condi- start at $20 001 Call
ferred but nut essential SalaHodge,
14.1110
tion Gait 1-8O0-4.43774Q
- net are negotiable and based
Noel and Associates, the
"EC'
'
,GU
upon qualifications and experincome tax professionals at
ience Submit vita to Execu753,6069 or 759-1425
tive Director Carey CounselVacuum
ing Center PO Box 30 Pans, 12 Place settings
Cleaners
311242
Wedgewood china
GENERATION III vacuum
Cavendish pattern Never with shamp
13 MMEDIATE OPENooer by Kiev
used Retail $148ea, sell- Under warran
INGS NEED a job/ A
ty $700
12.60 ATLANTIC (needs
GED/ Hope for the future/ ing all for $700 759 9307 753-9475
some repair) only $1495
after
5pm
You may qualify it •You do
This week Gateway Mobile
not have your GED or high
15ft AC disc harrow dual
Homes 527-1427
school diploma 'You are
wheels excellent condiFarm
12x60 STAR Fully furnbetween the ages of 16 &
tion 492-8425
Equipment
ished with patio, central
21 We are an E 0 E This
heat-air Located in view of
project is funded by the 2 FORMAL prom dresses
1 aqua 1 black metallic 1 NEW Holland 357 feedmill
Ky Lake 8 miles from MurWestern Kentucky Private
auto
hay
feed
Etc
cond
wedding gown Will sell
ray Will sell to move or
Industry Council, JTP A
759
133(1
leave on lot 901-587-3746
Call J T PA Out Of School cheap Size 7 753 5474
after 3pm
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
12x65 2br with double lot
8a m 11 30a m
2 GREAT prom dresses
474 0124
READ books for ciayi $100 Size 6 Call Shannon
14.70 1986 BREEZEW753-5675 753-4217
a title No experience Call
PENTEX SF 10 Auto Focus OOD 2br 2 bath 2 decks
1 - 9 0 0 - 8 4 7 7 8 7 8 7 x3'i
WILLIAMS pool with 28-70 zoom lenses
satellite dish nicely land($0 99-MIN) or write
table 1 solid slate top Brand new in original box scaped on lakeview lot in
PASE 187P 161 S Lin
753 0405 days 753 7266 and battery with warranty Panorama Shores
colnway. N Aurora, IL
after 6pm
$425 Or-trade for Minolta 436 2672 after 6pm
60542
APPLE Ilc computer In- X700 with same value
14x70 NORRIS home and
474 8040
RESIDENT MANAGER to cludes
monitor and stand
lot Will sell separate 3
assume responsibility for
AlphaPro printer and soft
miles East of Murray
52 apartments in Murray
ware $275 759 4676
753-5786
Prefer manager to live on
I site Apartment furnished
BROKEN engagement bar
1988 14x80 PACER mobile
gain, Get a real deal on a
as part of compensation
home 3tx 2 bath new conDuties to include renting ladies diamond engagedition Available furnished
ment and wedding ring set
units, appropriate paperor unfurnished Assume
Call 753 3913
work, processing maintepayments at $276/mo
nance requests, etc Exper759 4121 after 4pm
EASTER Sale 25% off on
ience preferred but not abdoll houses 10% off on doll
1988 14x80 CLAYTON moPar 3 Golf Course
solutely necessary Send
furniture Discounts good
bile home 3br 2 bath on
resume and references to
Golf Calls
the month of March Wood
nice lot 3mi east of Mur
Ad, P.O. Box 430-RM, UnN Crafts Cuba Road May
ray 753-0218 Of 753 5592
Lighte
ion City, TN 38261
d
field Ky 247 5936
24f1 PERRY travel trailer,
Driving Range
RIVIERA Courts Mobile
MARTIN houses 6 room
self contained, skirted, inHome Park is now taking
Miniature Golf
$2699, 12 room e39 99 18
sulated, underpinned Ex
applications for all around
room $57 99 24 room
cellent
condition, brtck
Softba
ll
maintenance man Need
5.6999 Telescoping pole
privacy fence See at
working knowledge of car
Baseba
ll
extends to 15ft $3499
Grogans Trailer Court 94E
pentry, plumbing electric.
Batting Cages
Walton Hardware Downpainting and other duties town
24x60 ALL American 3br 2
Parrs Open all day
Lessons By
as needed Apply in per
bath Only $13,900 Free
Saturdays
Appointment
son between 8am-1 lam
delivery at Gateway Mobile
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Only' No phone calls
MILLIONAIRE& MIL•
Homes 527-1427
Lynn
Sullivan PGA Pro
LIONAIRES PANG.
CLAYTON 1991, 14 wide
SALESMAN needed to sell BURN'S CAND
Velvet Jones
Y IS BACK
Lots of options Only
asphalt material around IN MURR
753-11
52
AY. Charlie's
$9995 Gateway Mobile
Murray area Serious in- Safe-T Pharma
cy
MURRAY. KY
Homes 527-1427
quiries only 901-642-6927
OAK twin bed with box
USED
14 wide remodeled
SOMEONE to babyse in my spring and mattre
ss $125,
home Non smoker Refer
and ready to go $5995
••
recliner $30 weight bench
Gateway Mobile Home
anon required 753-8530
weights $25 753-3297
527-1427
tne

NEAR Ur
lot, natura
ished $15

WOOD for sale 753-9745

Contact Video Elite
618-5241388

Oh professor
Did I tell yoi.i I had another out-ofhead experience last night?"

t

Flrewcod
AVON Representatives
needed Door to door un
necessary Delayed billing
for kit Free gift with ad
Assist
Mgr
1 - 800 866 2 2 4 3 for
737 5632
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4 CAR shoc
753 4509

Ape
Fa

1 and 2BR
county No
before 8prn

2BR 1 bathi
wood $285
duplex All z
shed $350

2BR 2 bat
pliances fi
microwave
wood Dr I
available
753-2905

2BR 2 bath
air WJD h
refrigerator
shed Refei
posit requir
753-3949

2BR house
ment near
753-4109

2BR duplex
Appliances
$285,mo 75

2BR duplex
posit No pi
after 5pm

LARGE 2br,
gariS
Mai
753-

2 or 3BR du
dryer hookt4
Central heat/
$350,mo p
753-3940 aft

3BR duplex
435-4214
3BR family ro
living and
Central HA,
frogerator
492-8634
A BRAND n
plex 2br, ac
appliances
753-7688 c
nights
DUPLEX 2br
heat/air I
Ridgewood
753-8096 or

I AID
Service 1:Y
refrigerat
rtucruwas

Fact(
Tappa
75:

Ste

This appeahr
family areas
screened pin
neighbort•x.

Ko.
711 Mail

VV
IH
If yl

Insure.
Medici
Home
We
cornIx
possib
deliver
your h
policy
free cl
Our
Savinc
when
have 1

Jel

e•„,„
p.

• • :•
** •
•• s*

280
ARO

Mobile
Hornet For Rent

Ii

Aa
Saralee.

NEAR University, private
lot, natural gas water turn
ished $150/mo 753 4524

and
and
Or

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dm
lance to college 753 5209

66
ale

ts
NVIEDi
erne
Park

745

11

285
Mobile
Home Lots For Rent

and
no

MOBILE home lots for ren
in the country Water turn
ished 6 miles north of Mur
ray 753-5786

Ii

Business
Rentals

lion
ion

FURNISHED apartments,
efficiency 182 bedroom
and sleeping rooms Also
renting for May Zimmerman Apts S 16th St
753 6609

PROPERTY for sale Located in Coles Campground Penny and Kirksey
community Small acreage
or mini farm Ca11489 2161
after 6pm

NEW 1000sq ft apartment
Gas heatiow utilities Near
college
Extra nice
$395/mo 753 8828

AUCTION your real estate
property to settle your es
tate Call Wilson Real Estate 7513263 or Wayne
Wilson 753-5086,or Dan
Miller 435-4144

NEW 2br duplex Ap
pliances energy efficient
owner occupied 1821
Ridgewood Dr 753-7457
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 8 3 bedrooms Apply Hit dale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO

4 CAR shop with office Call
753-4509

age
69

320

1 and 2BR apartments in
county No pets 753 8848
before 8prn
2BR 1 bath duplex in North
wood $285/mo 2br 2 bath
duplex All appliances turn shed $350'mo 759-4406

400
30'
per
per
rd
ard
Tn

2BR 2 bath duplex Appliances furnished with
microwave 1008A Northwood Dr No pets Now
available $450,mo
753-2905

I NS
ues
Use

ay)
ce
and
ent
B
ins
oth
'acgift
>to-

2BR 2 bath central heat/
air WD hookup Stove,
refrigerator, water furnished Reference and deposit required No pets
753 3949

'eS1

2BR house or 2br apart
ment near downtown
753-4109

:ky
rid
s

2BR duplex in Northwood
Appliances furnished
$285imo 759 4406

LARGE 2h, w d n
gar
Mai
753

AVAILABLE April 1 Nice
2br country home 5 miles
out $300,mo 753-3187 af
ter 4pm

Lip.
2
RE

Lots
For Sale
1 LOT on Bee Creek Dr.
North 4th City water/
sewer 1 lot in Grove
Heights east of Murray City
water available 753-5200
LOT for sale in a lakefront
subdivision $3000 $50 a
month for 60 months. $100
a month for 30 months No
interest. 753-4060 or
474-8826.
LOTS for sale Gatesboro
area 753-0800 759-4577

Livestock
& Supplies
MILK goats for sale
753 8965

1100sq ft 3br. 1 bath Garage. 2 blocks from university Mid $40's 753-1404,
753-6128

HORSES, saddles, and
other tack. 753-4545,
759 1823

2BR brick. 1 car garage
newly remodeled
753-6633

YOUNG registered polled
hereford bulls From weaning to service age Call
437 4667 Ed Mize

AKC poodles 6mo old 2
males, 1 female $75 each
Call 753-6490 after 5pm
FREE dog to a good home
7mo old male 753-3133

No city taxes!
9 miles from Murray
at Kirksey. New 2story' home. 3 bedroom. 3 bath, study,
family room, living
room, kitchen/dining
room combination,
concrete
double
driveway, 2 car garage. Many more extras. Will consider
any reasonable bid.

HAVE an obedient, well
489-2126 or
mannered safe dog You
489-2387
train classes or we train
Profess
ional
certified
train
.
2 or 3BR duplex Washer/
dryer hookup Appliances ers serving Murray for over 2BR with appliances, ceil12 years 436-2858
ing fan, carport, fenced
Central heatair Fireplace
yard. outbuilding Priced in
$350,mo plus deposit Pegs Dog Groomi
ng
$20's
Coleman RE
753-3940 after 5 30pm
753-2915
753-9898
3BR duplex 753 9400
2BR with carport Low
a30
435-4214
maintenance Near UniverReal
3BR family room fireplace
sity 753-3293
Estate
living and dining room
Central HA stove and re- COMMERCIAL building 3BR 1/, bath brick Panorama Shores 2 car garage
2800sq ft next to gol
frigerator
No pets
course on N 16th and Ut- many extras 753-6339
492-8634
terback Rd 753-0521 or 7 WOODED acres with 3br
A BRAND new brick du- 436-2165
after 5pm
1Y, bath home Between
plex 2br, alc, gas heat, all
KOPPERUD REALTY of- Mayfield and Murray
appliances No pets
753-7688 or 759 4703 fers a complete range of $29,900 362-4825
Real Estate services with a CONDOMINIU
nights
M ground
wide selection of quality floor unit with garage
Low
DUPLEX 2br Central gas homes
all prices
utilities, wheel chair acheat/air Appliances
753-1222, toll tree cessable For sale or lease
Ridgewood $300/mo
1-800-251 HOME Ext
753-3293
753-8096 Or 753-2633
7111.:
NICE 24x30 building on
small lot Ideal for small
engine repair or turn into
small apartment 6mi east
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
on 94 753-7151
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers PRICE
reduced 2br brick,
microwaves - dish washers - gas & electric rangeq.
large rooms remodeled
Stain Master carpet low
Factory Authorized Repairs For
utilities Coleman RE
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
753-9898
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed
SPACIOUS 3br house
Central Hirk carport &
shop Ready to be occupied Great for first ti me owners or retired couple
$26000 Must see to appreciate Financing available Call after 5pm,
492-8595

ci‘N• 'EL
c

ry
>ee
45,

95,
24'
auild-

0r

)2

9

APPLIANCE REPAIR

C.

at

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Allbrittent Inc.

AL,

FIRST CLASS
This appealing Salt Box blends traditional style with up-so-date
farruly areas A Large family morn, 4 bedrooms,2 baths and a
screened porch provide room to enpy'Located in an excellent
neighborhood, this home is a must to see' (MIS 2690

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

753-1222

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!
If you need any form of Life
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
Home Insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several
companies to give you the best
possible rate and benefits and
deliver the information to you at
your home. If you decide td buy a
policy from us, we also give you
free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th 8. Main, but
when you need service, all you
have to do is call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

SPOTLESS, like new home
in Martin Heights subdivision Features custom
drapes, fireplace, and quality throughout 3br, 2 bath,
livingroom, plus family and
utility $90-s MLS 1772
Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222
THE view of the lake from
this waterfront home is gorgeous Brick bi-level, der
with fireplace 2 bedroom 2
bath, patio/deck and excellent boat dock Nicely Landscaped
MLS 1901
753-1222 Kopperud
Realty
WATERFRONT Ky Lake
subdivision 4br 2 bath
covered deck 354 6006
YOU'LL love the spacious
ness of this newly built
home in western Calloway
County Large kitchen
great room master bedroom and spectacular master bath will win you over
$105,000 MLS 2787 Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222
170
Illoleraydas
1988 BLASTER good condition 1982 Virago 750
492-8617 after 2 30pm or
901-247 5137 before
2 30pm
2-HONDA Odyssey's. 1
electric start, 1 manual
start 474-2344
YAMAHA Riva moped
$250 436-5501

NEW and used Ores Key 14ft JON boat with 2 swivel
Auto Parts Hwy 121S seats paddle and life Jack753-5500
ets Great condition $300
759-4431
Auto
Puts

14t1 SEMI V aluminum
boat with good trailer 7 5hp
motor (checked and tuned up Dec 1990 ) $525
753-9818

1982 28 liter engine Excellent condition
753-9808

1976 OLDSMOBILE Cut
lass Supreme Newly re
built engine $1000 OBO
492-8675 after 6pm
1978 FORD Mercury Monarch Good condition 6
cylinder, good gas mileage
753-9808
1979 FORD pickup 302
standard shift $1250 1977
Ford van 302 automatic
$1400 1980 Mercury Marquis 4 door $1250 1979
Cutlass new engine 260
v-8 $1850 1986 Chevy
Celebrity Eurosport 4 door
$3250 See at 5 Points Auto
Repair 810/, Coldwater
Rd or call 75,3-9181
1979 VOLVO 242DL, 4
speed, blue runs great
436-2174 evenings
1981 MERCURY Marquis
needs motor work Excellent body etc Make offer
753-2059
1981 OLDS Tornado mint
condition Loaded Low
miles New tires AM/FM
cassette Excellent family
or vacation car Must see
$2200 OBO 759-4431
1983 CUTLASS Ciera
69xxx rritjes, V-6, loaded
with accessories Real
nice, needs engine work
$ 1 6 50
7 5 3 - 4 38 9
753-5960
1983 CUTLASS $1550,
1980 Nissan 200SX $1250,
1968 Mustang $1850, 1966
Ford pickup $550, 1958
Ford pickup 43xxx miles
$650 Financing available
and no credit checks
492-8884
1984 CAMARO T tops
305 V8, beige $3500
759-9883 after 5pm

1986 TRANS AM white with
red interior T-tops and
tinted windows 753-6705
1987 GTA Trans Am 350
tune port, digital dash, lumbar seats, 33,000 miles
Like new $8600 1986
IROC 41,000 miles Like
new $6900 753-3704
1601 Loch Lomond Will
trade

1989 MUSTANG convertible V-8, 5 speed 1989
Mazda MPV van, V-6
753-1893 ask for John or
Bob
1989 NISSAN with air
$4550 1985 Cutlass 2 door
$1750 492-8884

1982 GIE3SON 36ft houseboat $25.000 753-8738

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs

1988 MONTEREY 191t runabout cuddy cabin Stereo, depth finder. 1651/0
753-3682. 759-4884

GENERAL Repair plumbing roofing tree work
436-2642

EBBTIDE 15ft runabout
with 100hp Evinrude motor
Runs good $1500 1982
30hp Mariner outboard motor runs good $400
436-2528

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

510

c-amp•f*
1970 CAMPER sleeps 6
Gas or electric Call
437-4366
1973 DODGE motorhome
24ft roof air, self-contained
low mileage Good shape
Price $5500 Phone
436-2743

G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roofing
painting vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267

530
Services
Offered
A1A Firewood now taking
pre fall orders 5 rick $100
for 1st 50 callers Previous
150 customers eligible
only For information call
492-8254

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling painting, wallpaper, carpentry
floor covering No lob too
small 753-4251

AlA T ENTERPRISE Exc HAULING, yard work tree
Dozer, backhoe, trucks Le- removal mowing Free es
vies, roads, driveways, timates 759-168.3
parking lots, septic tanks, INSULATION Blown In By
foundations, basements, Sears TVA approved
gravel, dirt, and etc
Save on those high heating
753-0577
and cooling bills Call Sears
Al TREE Service Stump 753-2310 for free estimate
removal, spraying, hauling
KITCHEN CABINET REyard work and mowing
MODELING with wood
Free estimates 753-0906 grain formica, all colors
after 5pm, 759-9816
Free estimates Wulff's Re753-0495
covery. Murray 436-5560
A B Masonary brick block LAWNMOWAG Depend
and stone Will do any type able person 753-7027
of large or small jobs GuarA LICENSED electrical
antee quality work
contractor JAMES C GAL
4-89-2982 anytime
LIMORE ELECTRIC ComCARPENTRY, commercial mercial and residential fast
and residential work Re- courteous and efficient ser
modeling, additions decks vice 759-1835
fences Fast quality service Call 759-1424 after MAG S Errand Service of
fers housesitting grocery
5pm
shopping, postal and bankALPHA Builders Carpen- ing needs etc 753-9630
try, remodeling, porches Mon-Fri 8 5 References
roofing, concrete driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303

Backhoe Sen ice

ANY remodeling,' building,
painting 8 roofing Free estimates References
435-4632
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455

Junin,- Thorn,
Operanir
,?il Fears Experience

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30 years expenence Bobby Hopper,
436-5848

Specialiiing in Stplic
Tanks. Sows. Foundations. Ilaulinv.. etc.

502) 759-4664

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorn, operator 30 years experience
Septic system, drrve-ways,
hauling, foundations, etc
759-4664
BILL Travis trucking for
gravel, dirt, fill sand and
white- rock 474-2779

BREAKING and disking
gardens Yard landscaping
and bushhogging
CAR Stereo Installation 436-5430
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car BUILDER, new homes,
Audio Specialist, Dixieland garages, additions, remodCenter, I block front MSC eling, framing, decks, patios, solar green houses,
dorms.
pole barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams
753-0563 after 5pm
Vase
CARPET and vinyl repairs
1986 CHEVROLET Astro and installation
ProfesCL mini van 7-passenger sional service Glen Bebber
Loaded New Michelin 759-1247, leave
message
tires, low miles 753-6176
CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citi500
zen discounts We sell chimUsed
ney caps and screens
Tn.icks
435-4191
1957 CHEVY pickup New
rebuilt engine Good for re CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings, pole barns, genstoring $803 437-4931
eral home improvements
1977 DODGE pickup V-8 Quality work for less Cuswith cap Auto. ps/pb, tomer satisfaction guaran63xxx plus original miles 1 teed Free estimates L E
owner $1850 492-8959
Williams 489-2663
1978 1 ton FORD truck CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
Good shape $1000 and Cooling Service Com436-2448
plete service on all central
1982 CHEVY S-10 Auto, cooling all makes and
AM/FM cassette, long models Call Gary at
wheel base 753-2249 after 759-4754
5pm
DAVIDSON Roofing New
1989 CHEVROLET S-10 roofs and repairs Tear offs
Topgun 5 speed, red, ex- and re-roofs Written guarcellent condition Low mi- antee Local references
753-5812
leage $8000 753-7102

1989 CHEVROLET SWB
black 350EFI auto psipb/
pw, AM/FM factory digital
equalizer, KMC wheels,
low miles harp $10,500
753-0724

EXPERIENCED and dependable family business
needs yards to mow in Murray area 437-4171

Roy Hill

1986 MERCURY Topaz
GS $3000 492-8617 or
901 644 0256

1988 HYUNDAI
I GL
41xxx miles
.5
door,
ette,
sunr
car. $3400
753-

LICENSED for electric,
gas refrigeration Installa
bon and repair Free esti
mates 753-7203

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

PROFESSIONAL painting
paperhanging wallcover
ings furniture refinishing
touch-up and blending
436-5002
RILEY'S HOME INI•
PROVEMENTS Back from
Ilumcarie Hugo Roofing our
specialty 10% discount to
senior citizens Phone
489-2693
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding
painting, plumbing, con
crete Free estimates Call
474-2307

T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Plumbing and
Electrical Cleaning
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753 6111 office
753-0606 after 5pm
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaningservicing $15 most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Almo Open 9-12, 1-5
Mon Fri , 753-0530

ROGER Hudson rock hauling gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock 753 4545
75.3-6763 759-1823
SUREWAY Tree iS Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including.
60tt aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower c.om
petitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484
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Run an ad 3 days
get 1 day

(6

FREE

days-2 days free, 9 days-3 days free)

The sale is open to everyone,as long as
they meet the following requirements:
✓
✓
✓
V

Ads must run three consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
Paid days will run first.
No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.

All standard rates on classified reader
ads will remain in effect. If you are a
regular classified customer and your ad is
already scheduled for March, you will
automatically receive the benefit from the
sale.

Sale and

SAVE!

Call

753-1916
to place your ad.
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For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by
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'Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY-MURRAY (Bend aun
,
y BreaC
753.5940

We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.

Get Your Horne
Ready For Spring!
Miller Air Conditioners
Doors & Windows
Viny Underpinning
White & Silver Roofs
Shingled Roofs
Floor Repair, Anchoring, Decks, Room Enclosure, Carport
Ph. (502) 492-8488
Hwy. 641 S. Hazel

•• •. •

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

Now that we are entering, our "garage sale season," we
want you to be informed on our policies.

Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Set- Nice

;.•.4::.• L. N* .

WILL mow yards Free estimates 436-5269

March Only
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WILL mow yards Reason
able rates Free estimates
No rob to large or to small
474-2300

_

*

w-•

WILL mow lawns and do
other yard work Will do
light hauling 436-2528

All Types Of:

tett,iRRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence dog kennels, residental. commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or
753-3254

Best Prices
* Quality Results *

a,

1: •

Custom Woodworking

Take Advantage
01

PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200

5

WILL do yard work and odd
lobs of any kind No lob too
small 759-4401

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668

PAINTING-Interior and Ex
tenor Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844

WILL do plumbing All guaranteed 435-4169

Classified Ad
Sale!

•••••

- e.'.
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• f. •.,"; ,

440

370

3YR old female AKC regis
tered Basset Hound dog
$200 OBO Call 753-7129

2BR duplex $250 plus deposit No pets 753-9612
after 5pm

ale
Ind
trid
auted

Houses
For Rent
4BR 2bath with utility room
Lease/deposit No pets
753-0932, 753-5898

Apartments
For Rent
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OBITUARIES

Federal pensions exempted from income tax

. Mrs. Mary Glover McKeel

FRANKFORT, KY. - The Commonwealth of Kentucky exempts federal pensions, such as military retirements, from state income tax. A
decision on how far back refunds can
be paid on those pensions is still
making its way through the Kentucky
WW1 system.
The Kentucky Department of Revenue has on hand some 40.000 cases
pending resolution of this con-

•

Mrs. Addie Best
Mts. Addie Best. 89, of West
ViLw Nursing Home, Murray, died
Monday at 9:20 p.m._ at Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, J.R. Best, died
Aug. 15. 1976.
Born Dec. 20, 1901, in Warm
Springs, Ark., she was the daughter
o' the late H.H. Hudson and Nancy
McElrath Hudson, Mrs. Best was, a member of
Ci;endale Road Church of Christ.
,:urvivors are one daughter. Mrs.
C!_itaa Redus, Murray: one son,
Morgan Best, Palm Beach, Fla.:
-•vo sisters, Mrs. Effie Smith.
Doniphan. Mo.. and Mrs. Lessie
NIXamey, Pocahontas, Ark.: three
granddaughters, Jewel D. Kennon.
''1..rray. and Sonya Cornelus and
k ionda Sprague. Palm Beach. Fla..
" --‘•e great-grandchildren.
Ihe funeral will be Wednesday
9.30 a.m. in the chapel of Miller
. neral Home of Murray.
burial will follow in a cemetery
Doniphan, Mo.
Friends may call at the funeral
• . 11C after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Lee Herndon
The funeral for Lee Herndon is
....Jay at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
iller Funeral Home of Murray
,an Dale is officiating.
Pallbearers are Larry Roberts.
;•
Kimbro. Sammy Barnett.
Wisehart. Dickie Schroader
Tommy Schroader.
will follow in Temple Hill
--cterv.
Herndon, 83. Rt. 1. Almo.
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at
,...rray-Calloway County Hospital.
is survived by his wife. Mrs.
."a Colson Herndon; two daugh:Mrs. Glenda Alley and bus.: John. Phbenix. Ariz.. and
s Patsy Brown and husband.
ane. RI. 1, Dexter: two sons
.....an Herndon and wife. NIVOM1C.
an:a. Ga.. and Wade Herndon
A :fe. Kathy .
•
a7t2 :nrce
_
`.!•,
r!and. Dar-, ( :
Bailey
77,1 and NI-, _
\band. Chest
Newburgh.
.1
• Schroader.
Iwo 77-,',7.Crfs. WilbUrrl
-ndor. and wife. Martha. Rt. 3:
-,:array. and Robert Herndon and
Dorothy. St. Matthews. S.C.: grandchildren: eight great.- idchildren: seYeral stepgrand'dren and. s:epgrea:-

Mrs. Mary Glover NicKeel, 69. Jr.,. New Concord, .Tim White.
of 310 South 10th SC. Murray. died
Murray, and Keith White, KingsMonday at 9:45 p.m: at her home. ton, Tenn., four greatHer husband. Leon N1cKeel, died grandchildren, Autumn Story.
July 8, 1986. One brother. W.F. Isaiah Story, Mallorie Jenkins and
Glover. also preceded her in death. Blake Jenkins.
Born June 21, 1921, in Calloway
One sister. Mrs. Shirley
County. ,he was the daughter of McDougal and husband, R.J.. Rt. 1,
the late Willie .01over and Erie
Alm°, survives, along with two
Youngblood Glover.
brothers, Jack Glover and wife,
A retired licensed practical nurse Norma, Rt. 1, Almo, and John
at Murray -Callow-ay County Hospi- Wayne Glover, Murray.
tal. Mrs. N1;Keel was a member of
Service will be Thursday at 2
Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyte- p.m. in tHe chapel of Miller Funeral
rian Church.
Home of Murray. The Rev. Lester
Mrs. McKcel is survived by two Butler will officiate. Music will be
daughters. Mrs. June Cole and hus- by Mrs. Freda Jones, soloist,
and
band. Jimmy. New Concord. and Miss Susan Jones. pianist.
Ms. Sherry White. Rockw.00d.
Burial will follow in Murray
Tenn., five grandchildren, Mrs. City Cemetery.
Kim Jenkins and husband. Kenny .
Friends may call at the funeral
an,
!
- Mrs Karen Story and husband.
home after 3 p.m. today
G7i. Par\ ear. Tenn.. Jirnmy Col; t Wednesday).

Mrs. Ada Thompson Adams
F:nai nit:, for Mrs Ada Thompson Adams were Monday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel o( Lindsey Funeral
Home. Paducah. The Rev. Billy
Turner of Marra officiated.
Burial was in Woodlawn
Memorial Gardens. Paducah.
The family requested that
expressions of sympathy he in form
of donations to Lourdes Hospice
Mrs A,:arns, S:. of 160 Cannon
Dr.. Lone Oak. died Saturday at 2
-a.m. at her borne..
She had eer, owner of Oakdale
Market in Reldland for 10 years
.1n,
. -1 .7 :he grocery -bi...ness in Lone
Oak for 3,1 years S7,.: a10 %tr.
Adams Re:tty Co for 33 years and
`.0:71-iii:7
of the Chaltc.'1"
B,,‘
1.07C O.
B
n Grayes Coanly, she was
ddughicr of- the !ate Fiazzard

and Lenora Thompson. Her husband,.Odell Adams. one son, Bobby Harold Adams, one sister, Al'ade
Thompson. two brothers, Curtis
Thompson and Lora Thompson.
and one grandson. Darryl Babb
Johnson. all preceded her in death.
She was a member of Bellview
Baptist Church where she was 4.
Sunday School teacher for 50
years, a member of Western Baptist
Autiliary. and Folsomade Chapter
532 of Order of the Eastern Star.
Survivors include three daughters. Mrs. Eilba Lee Keene. Eddy vile. and Mrs. Robbie Baldv.in and
Mrs. Louise Davis. Paducah: one
brother. Bob Thompson. Paducah:
a sister-in-law. Mrs. Dorothy
Cooper. Murray: three grandchildren. Marsha Davis. Michael Alan
Da‘ls and Brian Dell Duncan.

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 10:00 AM

.

1
...)
Industrial Average. ,
45.30)
Previous Close
2929.95 ?
(
Air Products
62 1 4 -' :
A.T.C.•Clam A
403 4B 41% .,
%T&T
14' •
Bank of Murray
150B
Bell South
53
'
• unc.
Briggs & Stratton
28.2 - 1 2
Chrysler
15 - 1:
CSX Corp.
36 unc.
Dean Foods ,
443'i -3 I
Dollar (en. Store...it/NB 10'12% •\
Exxon.
...1 .56'•2 -'• '
J
Ford
134 .' s s,
, General Motors
381 '2 -3• "1
i Goodrich
191 1 's ;
Goodyear
22 .4 ,
1.B.%1
18' 2 -9' it
1nRersoll Rand..................... 48 •'
K Mart
38's •
Ky. Utilities
203 4 unc. j
21'
1., & G Energies
Kroger
McDonalds
14- A•
;1' 4

trONierSy.
A Departineri-i-Vf Revenue spokesman said thin he hoped a decision
would be made by the appeals court
SOmetIllie this fall; however he Cautioned that once the appeals court
rendered a decision it may be appealed to the Kentucky Supreme Court
which could stall a final decision until
well into 1 99'
:

School board sets hearing date
WILLIAMSBURG, Ky. (AP)The Whitley County School Board
has scheduled an April 2 hearing to
hear evidence on charges it levied

HOG MARKET
l'edrAll
'
,Late Markel News Service March 19, 1991
Kentucky Purchase hers Hoa Market
Includes 4
Busing Claimed Receipts. At1461,FAL rObazroersa. 'ohs
1 00 lower, Cows .541 00 lower.
I • I "30.2.50 It,,
349.50-50 25
1 • 1 .2 210-230 1bs
$46_50-49 00
1 • 3 230.260 rbs ........... ___...._
50
1 • 3-4 :bars rt.%
.1.4troo45.00
s OW%
I
2'0350 lb.
0414100
IS 1-3 300-400 lbs
142_00-43.00
• i3 400.525 lbs
S43.00-44 50
1 • 1 3 52.5 and up
S4' 00-49 00
• 2-3 300500 lbs
$40 00-4100
'cars $3.5 00.39 00

Report

441

Sears

hi

6
11
511
3:
6
"11

13:
::
2 I

TTeiraec-oWarner
I

SaTi

against Superintendent Bill Nlayne.
The 11 charges, which the board
released Thursday, include several
alleged cases of election fraud,
neglect of duty and financial
mismanagement.
The board alleges Mayne gave a
job to a bus driver for his help in
the election of a board member. He
also is accused of using county
employees in election activities. •
The board claims Mayne cost the
county money by failing to obtain
bids on certificates of deposit and
refusing to take buses off unnecessary routes. It also alleges Mayne
filled vacancies without proper
notice to state officials and various
other abuses of his office.

INSURANCE
NURSING HOME
COVERAGE
FREE Help In Claim Filing
For
My Clients

753
-7890
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
LOU V. 1VIc(iARY

r.ij;tiak.Penerne(hts

Snap-On Tools

No matter whaLthc final outcome_
of the court case, those involved
should file a 740X amended return to
file a claim for a refund from 1988.
The statute of limitations will run out •
on April 15 of this year. after which
time no amendments can be made to
1988 returns. These claims will he
held by the Department of Revenue
until a final decision is made.

The average cost of a nursing home is S1.500 to S2,000 a month. Who will Day
the hill for a nursing home stay for you? Call for free information on c Lista:jai,
intermediate, and skilled nursing home coverage.

14(2)38:'un
.1 ;.
art

..................,. 31'• -1 )
C.E.F. Yield .........
...... 6.23

Add.tiona' Information Availabre
(.17-•
Loon keques:
z

Mrs. Dorothy G. Jenkins
sj-s

Mrs. Jenkins. 63. formerly of
Murray. died Sapikiday at 6:15 p.m.
at Jackson-Madison County Hospital.. Jackson. Tenn.. • -
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To help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

414 Main Si.
Murray, Ky
753-3366

• --T.,s r.J Dr

W .1.
koge7s.
rites
day a: Py:ttan R
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( emelery

at

u ae-:ed trfat
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(

Kleine named
dean of Applied
Arts & Technology

Survivors are two. daughters.
Mrs. Terri Boone and husband.
Mark. Cape Girardeau, Mo.. and
Kimberly N. Jenkins, Jackson: one
.)7. D7. John M. Jenkins and Aire.
Jackson: one sister. Mr,
Nadine, G. Rameriz. Sacramento.
Calif.: two brothers, Rudy V.
Glazebrook. Oklahoma-City, Okla..
and William C. Glazebrook. Gig
Harbor. Wash.:. three grandchildren. John Mark Jenkins;'Michael
Bea: Jenkins and Catherine
Jenkins.

ILL_IARD

Preston Barrett

\OX)est investment
-------Yd.rd,

is you.

Yorrk, AtslefJcan and Moideesa So.I.
E xchanges and S P r_

MYERS

fft
a
1J

MYERS

Calloway County Rally

iWN
'A
:0YOW

LT. GOVERNOR
BRERETON C. JONES

rriadc as AL.uk
r•i2

Kentuckian earns
service award
WASHINGTON .-\P
Hal Ro;ers. R-Ky
Kentuckian awarded
sional Service Awa7..:
Development District Assoc:.
.of_ Appalachia and the Appala,'
Regional Commis,sion.
The two -organizations honored
Rogers on Sunday for "his long
and ou:standing segvice to the people of Appalachia.-

WAFERBOARD
4

Candidate for

$379

GOVERNOR OF KENTUCKY

Tempered Glass

Free Seminar
Roocable Bing Trust

5e'' •

National Guard Armory Building
Hwy. 121 North (Mayfield Road)

aluminum

STAINLESS
STEEL SINK

!rim

'42"

VI

a
71%

7:30 p.m.

•Trans:uceni
panels
•Apodized

41••••••

Learn How To Avoidp.
1 probate Court
2 Attorney. Fees
1 Conservatorship
4 Public Disclosure
5."Spend Down'
Minimize Estate 1 axes

Tuesday, March 19

TUB-SHOWER
ENCLOSURE

Model *5

Casual Dress
Refreshments Will Be Served

7CHAMBERLAIN

Sponsored by Calloway Countians For Jones
Bob Jackson, Co-Chairman
Dan Miller, Magistrate, Co-Chairman

March 19, 7 p.m.
Lxecuthe Inn, Paducah
Arkansas Room

March 21, 7 p.m.
Holiday Inn, Murray
Bill McCormick.
Vice President
Secure Planners, Inc.
P.O. Box 575 Eddyville Ky.
502-388-7948 502-441-6581

•'•, ••
••
"
'
4461
..r

1/4 H.P. CHAMP
GARAGE DOOR
OPENER
MCCe

MYERS

..;
• • • - s'
'Jtc
"•0 ..i!*.• 2 .

•
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Paid for by Friends for Jones-Annelle S. Fulmer, Treasurer
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